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Abstrat
Understanding the intergalati medium (IGM) gas ooling proesses, whih are
neessary to fuel star formation in galaxies, and the eet of galaxy{galaxy and
galaxy{IGM interations, whih modify stellar and gas distributions of galaxies in
groups and lusters, is vital to onstrut realisti models of galaxy formation and
evolution. The Stephan's Quintet (SQ) ompat group of galaxies is a natural
laboratory for studying these phenomena beause the galaxies of this group are
heavily interating between eah other and with the group IGM. Furthermore its
viinity allows to study the details of the interation phenomena, whih are believed
to be muh more ommon in the early universe, and its ompatness on the sky
permits studies of diuse omponents assoiated with the group IGM.
In this thesis we present an analysis of a omprehensive set of MIR/FIR observa-
tions of Stephan's Quintet, taken with the Spitzer Spae Observatory. The emission
seen at these wavelengths is produed by dust partiles and an be used to trae star
formation events, AGN ativity and also hot gas ooling, in the ase dust emission
is powered by ollisions between plasma partiles and dust.
Applying a novel tting tehnique to the Spitzer FIR maps, we have been able
to separate the dierent soures of dust emission in this group and perform their
photometry at FIR as well as MIR wavelengths. Our study has revealed for the rst
time the presene of a luminous and extended omponent of infrared dust emission,
not onneted with the mainbodies of the group galaxies, and roughly oinident
with the X-ray halo of the group. We tted the inferred dust emission spetral
energy distribution of this extended soure and the other main infrared emission
omponents of SQ, inluding the intergalati shok, to eluidate the mehanisms
powering the dust and PAH emission, taking into aount dust ollisional heating
and heating through UV and optial photons.
Combining the fration of dust luminosity powered by UV photons, as derived
from the SED tting, with the UV luminosity diretly observed on the GALEX
FUV map of SQ, we estimated the star formation rate (SFR) for eah dust emit-
4ting soure, thus providing a omplete piture of star formation in SQ embraing
obsured and unobsured omponents. The total SFR of SQ is 7:5 M

=yr, similar
to the value expeted for non interating galaxies of the same mass of SQ galaxies.
However the star formation sites are found mainly at the periphery of the galaxies
or in the intergalati medium, at variane with the usual pattern of star forma-
tion in eld galaxies whih is typially distributed in the entral regions or main
bodies of galaxies. Despite the unusual loation of star formation sites, we have
found that, for the brightest soures in SQ, the SFR per unit physial area is sim-
ilar to that harateristi of disk galaxy star formation regions when ompared to
the orresponding gas olumn density on a Kenniutt{Shmidt diagram. We also
show that even though the deteted extended omponent of dust emission trae the
distributed group star formation, available soures of dust in the group halo an pro-
vide enough dust to produe up to L
IR
 10
42
erg=s powered by ollisional heating.
This amount, several times higher than the X-ray halo luminosity, ould provide an
important ooling mehanism for the IGM hot gas.
At the end of the thesis we present a theoretial model of a high veloity shok,
similar to the one ouring in SQ IGM, taking into aount dust ooling and dust
destrution. This model shows that, although the eÆieny of dust ooling drops
quikly beause of dust removal by sputtering, the gas ooling time is redued by a
fator of 2-3, ompared to the ase where only radiative ooling is onsidered.
Zusammenfassung
Um realistishe Modelle fur die Entstehung und Entwiklung von Galaxien zu en-
twikeln, ist das Verstandnis von zwei Dingen notwendig: die Gaskuhlungsprozesse
des intergalaktishen Mediums (IGM), welhe die Sternbildung in Galaxien antreiben,
und die Interaktionen zwishen Galaxien und Galaxien und IGM, welhe die Stern{
und Gasverteilungen von Galaxien in Gruppen und Clustern beeinussen. Das
Stephans Quintett (SQ) ist eine kompakte Gruppe von stark untereinander und
mit dem IGM wehselwirkenden Galaxien und daher eine ideale Umgebung fur die
Untersuhung dieser Prozesse. Seine Kompaktheit am Himmel erlaubt eine Studie
der ausgedehnten Komponenten, die dem IGM der Gruppe zugeordneten werden.
5Des weiteren erlaubt seine geringe Entfernung eine detaillierte Studie der Wehsel-
wirkungen zwishen Galaxien, von denen man glaubt, dass sie im fruhen Universum
hauger waren.
In dieser Arbeit prasentieren wir die Ergebnisse des Untersuhung von Spitzer
Spae Observatory Aufnahmen des SQ im MIR/FIR Wellenlangenbereih. Die
Strahlung in diesen Wellenlangen wird von Staubpartikeln produziert und ist ein In-
dikator sowohl fur Sternentstehung und AGN Aktivitaten, als auh fur die Abkuhlung
von heiem Gas, falls die Strahlung durh Kollisionen der Staubpartikel mit dem
Plasma erzeugt wird. Unter Anwendung einer neuen Fit-Tehnik auf die Spitzer
FIR Karten waren wir in der Lage, die vershiedenen Quellen der Staubstrahlung
in dieser Gruppe zu isolieren und ihre Photometrie sowohl im FIR als auh im
MIR zu erstellen. Diese Untersuhung hat zum ersten Mal das Vorhandensein
einer leuhtenden, ausgedehnten Komponente der infraroten Staubemission gezeigt,
die niht direkt mit einer der Galaxien verbunden ist, jedoh grob mit dem Halo
der Gruppe im Rontgenliht zusammenfallt. Wir haben die IR spektrale Energiev-
erteilung (SED) der Staubemission sowohl dieser ausgedehnten Quelle als auh die
der anderen Hauptkomponenten des SQ und der intergalaktishen Shokregion
gettet, um dem treibenden Mehanismus hinter der Staub{ und PAH{Emission
zu ergrunden. Dabei wurden Staubaufheizung durh Stoe und durh UV und op-
tishe Photonen beruksihtigt.
Unter Verwendung der direkt gemessenen UV-Leuhtkraft aus den GALEX FUV
Karten des SQ und dem Bruhteil der Staubemission verursaht durh UV Pho-
tons, abgeleitet aus dem SED Fit, konnten wir die Sternentstehungsrate (SFR) der
Quellen der Staubemission abshatzen und somit ein vollstandiges Bild der Ster-
nentstehung im SQ mithilfe der verdekten und direkt sihtbaren Komponenten
erstellen. Die gesamte SFR des SQ ist 7:5 M

=yr, vergleihbar mit dem zu er-
wartenden Wert fur niht wehselwirkende Galaxien von vergleihbarer Masse. Je-
doh ndet die Sternbildung vor allem in der Peripherie der Galaxien oder im IGM
statt, im Gegensatz zu den fur Feldgalaxien ublihen inneren Bereihen oder der
Kernregion. Trotz dieses ungewohnlihen Ortes fur die Sternbildung stellen wir
fur die hellsten Quellen im SQ fest, dass die SFR pro physikalisher Flahe vergle-
6ihbar ist mit dem entsprehenden Wert einer Sheibengalaxie mit entsprehender
Gas{Saulendihte in einem Kenniutt{Shmidt Diagramm. Wir zeigen auh, dass
obwohl die detektierte ausgedehnte Komponente der Staubemission der Sternentste-
hung in der Gruppe folgt, vorhandene Staubquellen im Halo der Gruppe genug
Staub zur Verfugung stellen konnen um eine Leuhtkraft von bis zu L
IR
 10
42
erg=s
durh Sto-Aufheizen zu erzeugen. Dieser Betrag, ein Vielfahes der Haloleuhtkraft
im Rontgenbereih, konnte einen Kuhlmehanismus fur das heie Gas im IGM
darstellen.
Am Shluss dieser Arbeit prasentieren wir ein theoretishes Modell eines Hoh{
geshwindigkeitsshoks, vergleihbar mit dem im IGM des SQ, unter Beruksihtigung
der Kuhlung durh Staub und der Staubzerstohrung. Obwohl die EÆzienz der
Kuhlung durh Staub aufgrund der Verdampfung der Staubkorner shnell sinkt,
zeigt dieses Modell dass die benotigte Zeit fur die Abkuhlung des Gases um einen
Faktor 2-3 reduziert wird im Vergleih zu einer Abkuhlung ausshlielih durh ther-
mishe Strahlung des Gases.
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Foreword
The Stephan's Quintet ompat group of galaxies was observed for the rst time by
Edouard Stephan, diretor of the Marseille Observatory, in the year 1877. In the
report of his observations, published in Monthly Noties of the Royal Astronomial
Soiety (MNRAS), one an read the following notes about the set of observed \neb-
ulae":
\Les quatre nebuleuses 19, 20, 21 et 22 sont exessivement exessivement faibles, ex-
essivement petit, tres-diÆilement observables. La plus belle est 19, puis viennient
20, 21, 22. Cependant 22, quoique la plus petite des quatre, est plus brillante."
[Translation: The four nebulae 19, 20, 21 and 22 are extremely faint, extremely
small, very diÆult to observe. The niest one is 19, then ome 20, 21, 22. Al-
though 22 is the smallest of the four, it is also the brightest.℄
What is impressive, reading these notes, is the amount of unknowns that resided
inside those spots on the sky disovered by Stephan, as often happened in the his-
tory of siene. One should remember that, at that time, even the bare existene of
external galaxies was just a onjeture. In fat, although Immanuel Kant already
proposed in the 18th entury that nebulae were Island Universes, it was only in 1923
that Hubble proved the extragalati nature of the \nebulae" by measuring the dis-
tane to the Andromeda galaxy from the period of the Cepheid stars in that galaxy.
Furthermore Stephan probably ouldn't even imagine the spetaular phenomena
happening in the system named after him: extreme interations between galaxies,
morphologial hanges, stripping of gas outside galaxies, energeti phenomena suh
as the Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) present in one of the group galaxies and an
intergalati ollision produing a large sale shok front extending for several tens
of kiloparse.
Beause of the multiple interation phenomena ourring in this group, Stephan's
Quintet (SQ) has been observed in almost all aessible wavelength bands and it
shows peuliar emission features in all of them.
A new part of the eletromagneti spetrum reently aessible with suÆiently
high resolution to distinguish disrete soures in SQ is the mid-/far-infrared wave-
length regime in the range 3  160m, dominated by emission from dust/PAH par-
tiles. This thesis will fous on the emission in that spetral regime and presents
an analysis of MIR and FIR maps of SQ taken with the Spitzer Spae Telesope.
Although Spitzer has provided FIR maps of SQ with resolutions far better than
those previously obtained with the Infrared Spae Observatory, presented by Xu
et al. (1999) and Xu et al. (2003), FIR photometry of soures in SQ is still very
hallenging beause of the onfusion produed by the viinity of soures in suh
a rowded eld. The work presented in this thesis represents a rst attempt to
separate the dierent omponents of dust emission in SQ in order to quantify the
uxes assoiated with eah soure and investigate the related sienti impliations.
Understanding the nature of this emission is important beause it is diretly linked
to the star formation events ourring in this group and, at the same time, it an
be partially powered by ollisions between dust and hot plasma partiles, thus pro-
viding an additional ooling mehanism to the hot gas.
SQ has always been a prototype objet for forerunner observations in new parts of
the eletromagneti spetrum or with improved instrumentation. As well as many
other previous observations in dierent wavelength bands, the Spitzer FIR maps
show new surprising features, whih an be partially explained in terms of senarios
previously proposed for this system, but also provide evidenes for new phenomena,
still to be fully investigated.
Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Groups and luster of galaxies: formation and
evolution
{ Struture growth in -CDM
During the last two deades the osmologial framework of the -CDM
1
model, in
whih the energy ontent of the Universe is divided between baryoni matter (4%),
old dark matter (23%) and dark energy (73%), beame the standard theoretial
foundation for models of galaxy formation. In CDM strutures grew from weak
density utuations present in the otherwise homogenous and rapidly expanding
early Universe. These utuations, amplied by gravity, eventually turned into
the rih variety of strutures we observe today. The detailed evolution of these
initial utuations, a highly non linear proess, an be predited only using huge
numerial simulations as the Millenium Simulation (Springel et al. 2005,S05). These
simulations show how the proess of struture formation involves a hierarhial build
up of bigger and bigger strutures.
Modern osmologial simulations have reahed impressively high resolutions.
Fig. 1.1, taken from S05, shows the present day mass distribution in a -CDM
Universe on various sales, from 4Mp to 1Gp. The zoomed out panel at the
1
-CDM is the abbreviation for -Cold Dark Matter where  stands for the osmologial
onstant whih is assoiated with dark energy.
2bottom reveals a tight network of old dark matter lusters and laments of har-
ateristi size  100h
 1
Mp. At these large sales the mass distribution an be
onsidered with good approximation to be homogeneous and isotropi. The subse-
quent images zoom in by fator of four onto the region surrounding one of the many
rih lusters. The nal image on the top reveals several hundred dark matter sub-
strutures, resolved as independent, gravitationally bound objets orbiting within
the luster halo. Therefore mutual gravitational attration between dark matter
partiles has brought to the spontaneous formation of groups/lusters of dark mat-
ter halos (DMH) embedded in bigger dark matter strutures.
{ Gas aretion within dark matter halos
The distribution of matter in the Universe determines the gravity eld that regu-
lates the motion of baryons and, as most matter is dark in -CDM, DMHs beome
the entres of attration where baryoni matter tends to aumulate. The gas a-
retion on DMHs an our in two dierent modalities, a hot and a old mode. In
the hot mode, during its falling into the potential well of a DMH, gas is shoked{
heated to temperatures  10
6
K (Dolag et al. 2006). This mode ours when gas
is areted on DMH with mass & 10
12
M

(Dekel et al. 2006). For DMHs of lower
mass, the areting gas doesn't get shoked and it an fall into the dark matter
potential being relatively old. Sine the proess of star formation requires old gas
to our, it follows that old mode aretion is muh more suitable to the purpose
of feeding star formation in DMHs than hot mode aretion, where gas an take
a very long time to ool. The aretion of old gas in low mass DMHs led to the
formation of the rst stars and galaxies. Aording to reent works on gas aretion,
laments of old gas, penetrating low mass DMHs, have been indeed the main way
to indue star formation in the early Universe and also to maintain it afterwards,
providing additional material to be onverted into stars (Dekel et al. 2006, Keres
et al. 2009). Hot mode aretion has produed the formation of halos of hot gas
lling the spae between galaxies in groups and luster of galaxies (the so-alled in-
tragroup/intraluster medium). The presene of these hot gas halos should inhibit
old aretion within group/lusters at redshifts z < 2, and this is one of the poten-
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Figure 1.1: The dark matter density eld on various sales presented by Springel
et al. (2005). Eah individual image shows the projeted dark matter density eld
in a slab of thikness 15h
 1
Mp (slied from the periodi simulation volume at an
angle hosen to avoid repliating strutures in the lower two images), olour{oded
by density and loal dark matter veloity dispersion. The zoom sequene displays
onseutive enlargements by fators of four, entred on one of the many galaxy
luster halos present in the simulation.
4tial reasons why the intensity of star formation events is observed to be redued in
these environments in the loal Universe.
{ Galaxy interations
After the rst episodes of galaxy formation in low mass DMHs, the subsequent
lustering and merging of DMHs have had onsequenes also for the embedded
galaxies that began interating with eah other and with the intergalati medium
(IGM) pervading lusters/groups. In fat galaxy{galaxy interations and galaxy{
IGM interation/interplay are thought to play a key role in determining the evolution
of galaxy properties in groups and lusters along osmi time (see e.g. review.by
Van Gorkom et al. 2004).
Galaxy{galaxy interations (see Struk 2006 for a reent review) an be of a
dierent kind but they an be lassied in two broad ategories: low veloity
( 10
2
km=s) and high veloity ( 10
3
km=s) enounters. Low veloity galaxy{galaxy
enounters an result in a merger, an interation that leads to the formation of a
single galaxy out of the stars and the interstellar medium of the olliding galax-
ies. When this kind of ollision happens between galaxies of similar size (major
mergers), star orbits beome randomized and the nal objet assumes the shape
of an elliptial galaxy. These events are believed to transform galaxies from spiral
disk type into spheroidal type. Mergers between galaxies of signiantly dierent
size (minor mergers) result in an inrease of the total mass assoiated with the
bigger galaxy without modifying its basi disk large sale morphology. High velo-
ity galaxy{galaxy ollisions are instead more eetive in displaing interstellar gas
and produing tidal distortions. Both these kinds of enounters an indue either
gas inows towards the galaxy enters, triggering entral starburst and/or AGN
ativity, or removal of gas outside the galaxies. In the latter ase, the hemially
enrihed gas extrated from the galaxies an disperse into the intergalati medium,
fall bak into the galaxy mainbodies or simply ollapse and give rise to intergalati
star formation regions. In this ontext of partiular interest are the so-alled Tidal
Dwarf Galaxies, found on tidal tails or debris, whih are the only galaxies forming
in the present Universe (Braine et al. 2001). Tidal interations an also indue the
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formation of a bar omponent in perturbed galaxy disks. Bars favour gas motion
towards galaxy entral regions, sine they transfer angular momentum outward in
the disk, and drive spiral density waves. Therefore the presene of this feature an
trigger entral star formation/AGN ativity in disk galaxies.
As we desribed before, galaxies and IGM are deeply interonneted sine galax-
ies aquire from the surrounding IGM the fuel for on-going star formation. However
galaxies are not just passive objets but they an also injet energy and hemially
enrihed material into the IGM through feedbak proesses due to massive super-
novae explosions and AGN jets. The atual eet of galaxy feedbak on the IGM is
not lear. In fat the hemial enrihment of IGM due to feedbak proesses favour
the ooling of the intergalati gas, beause of the higher metal ontent but, on
the other hand, the large amounts of energy transfered to the IGM an prevent its
further ooling on the galaxies theirself. Galaxy{IGM ollisions are also important
in modifying the internal gas distribution in galaxies, aeting the loation and the
eÆieny of star formation within galaxy mainbodies. Galaxies falling into lusters
experiene ram pressure stripping due to the presene of the intraluster medium.
This phenomena gradually removes the gas from the infalling galaxy disk or from
the surrounding galati halo (in the last ase it is usually referred to as \galaxy
strangulation"). In both ases star formation in the galaxy results inhibited beause
of the diret removal of the gas already forming stars in the galaxy disk or of the
gas reservoir around the galaxy itself.
To summarize one might say that the growth and evolution of galaxies (i.e. large
kp sale agglomerates of stars and gas) is aeted by four external fators: 1)the
evolution of the pervading dark matter struture; 2) the gas ooling proesses o-
urring in the intergalati medium (where most of the baryons still reside at the
present day); 3) galaxy{galaxy interations; 4) the omplex interplay between galax-
ies and intergalati medium. All the proesses we disussed before an have diverse
onsequenes on the evolution of galaxies: they an enhane star formation, shut it
down or simply displae star formation sites; at the same time galaxy morphologies
an be dramatially modied.
6{ Galaxy bimodality
Although galaxy formation and evolution is evidently an extremely omplex proess,
involving a large number of phenomena whose underlying physis is still not fully
understood, what seems to be relatively simple it is the nal result of 15 Billion
years of galaxy evolution, evident from observations: galaxies an be roughly dis-
tinguished in two ategories, \blue" and \red", an empirial distintion termed as
\galaxy bimodality" (see e.g. Kaumann et al. 2003). Red galaxies are more mas-
sive (with stellar masses typially higher than 3 10
10
M

), they show low amounts
of on-going star formation, they are red beause they are dominated by old stellar
populations and they present spheroidal morphologies. Blue galaxies dominate the
low mass galaxy population in the present Universe, they host substantial on-going
star formation, young star population giving them the blue olor, and they are pre-
dominantly spirals or gas-rih dwarfs. In a sense, the famous Hubble lassiation
of galaxies, separating spiral and elliptial galaxies, has been found muh more in-
formative than previously thought.
The basi goal of galaxy formation and evolution studies is reproduing the
huge number of observations that are being available through extended deep galaxy
surveys (e.g. COSMOS, Ilbert et al. 2010; COMBO-17, Bell et al. 2004). As we
saw, this requires a detailed knowledge of an inredible amount of barioni physis
related phenomena: gas aretion, star formation, galaxy interations, star forma-
tion/AGN feedbak, et. To this purpose it is important to study in detail nearby
objets where these phenomena, some of them happening muh more frequently in
the early Universe, an be better analyzed and understood in their onsequenes.
In this regard the Stephan's Quintet ompat group of galaxies (SQ) present an
exeptionally large set of physial proesses whose understanding is fundamental
to orretly model galaxy evolution. The observational evidenes of the diverse
episodes of galaxy interations happened in the past or on-going in Stephan's Quin-
tet are summarized in the next setion.
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1.2 The Stephan's Quintet ompat group of galax-
ies
{ Compat groups of galaxies
Compat groups of galaxies are aggregates of four or more galaxies showing pro-
jeted separations on the order of  30   40kp (Sulenti et al. 2001). Suh a
small separation between the group galaxies implies densities similar to the ores
of rih lusters. However to be lassied as \ompat", a galaxy group has also to
be fairly distant from the galaxies belonging to the large sale struture around it
and, therefore, these objets are typially loated in not partiularly dense environ-
ments (see the review by Hikson et al. 1997 for a desription of the observational
seletion riteria.). The importane of ompat groups is twofold: 1) they are ideal
laboratories for studying the eets of extreme galaxy interations, and 2) they are
low-redshift analogous of those interation proesses that, as we summarized in the
previous setion, are believed to determine the evolution of galaxies during osmi
time.
{ The galaxies in Stephan's Quintet
The Stephan's Quintet (SQ) ompat group was originally dened as the group
formed by the ve galaxies in Fig. 1.2, showing a reently released high resolu-
tion olor map of SQ taken by the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST): the spiral galaxy
NGC7320 (Sd), the irregular spirals NGC7319 (Sb pe), lassied as Seyfert 2 AGN
galaxy, and NGC7318b (Sb pe), the two elliptials NGC7317 (E4) and NGC7318a
(E2 pe). When preise redshifts measurements beame available, it was found
that NGC7320 has a reession veloity of  800km=s, muh smaller than the rees-
sion veloities assoiated with the remaining four galaxies, whih are in the range
5700   6700km=s as shown in Table 1.1. Converting redshifts into distanes us-
ing the Hubble law v
r
= Hd (where v
r
is the reession veloity, d the distane
and H the Hubble onstant), these measurements revealed that NGC7320 is a fore-
ground galaxy, loated at  10Mp, while the remaining galaxies are at  94Mp
8(assuming a Hubble ostant equal to 70km=s=Mp)
2
. It has also been found that
NGC7320 (SAB), a spiral galaxy at about 2 armin west of NGC7319, presents
a reession veloity equal to 6600km=s (Sulenti et al. 2001), onsistent with those
of the four more losely physially assoiated galaxies. The relative positions of
all these galaxies an be seen in Fig. 1.3, showing an R-band map of SQ. Sine,
inluding NGC7320, there are exatly ve galaxies at the same distane, the group
is still a \quintet" even if the original membership denition has hanged. From
Table 1.1 one an also notie that the reession veloity of NGC7318b, 5774km=s,
diers by about 1000km=s from the veloities of the other four galaxies of the group.
Sine the veloity dispersion among the other four galaxies of the group is an order
of magnitude smaller (  100km=s), this suggests that NGC7318b is not in virial
equilibrium with the rest of the group but is entering it at high veloity. As we will
see later, the signature of the intrusion of NGC7318b into the group of the bounded
galaxies is well in evidene in the observational data.
{ Stellar and gas distribution in SQ
Looking at the optial SQ maps in Figs.1.2 and 1.3, one an immediately notie
several signs of galaxy interations: a tidal tail extending from NGC7319; a seond
tidal tail, fainter than the rst one and just visible on the R-band map, appar-
ently originating from NGC7320 but in reality passing behind it; the partiularly
distorted morphology of NGC7318b, presenting two tidal features that extend to-
wards the north and apparently interset eah other in one point; a diuse optial
emission produed by a stellar halo. The galaxy optial morphologies appear indeed
very peuliar but, to fully appreiate how fundamentally dierent SQ galaxies are,
2
The presene of an HII region belonging to the high redshift group and seen towards the disk of
the low redshift galaxy, together with an interation feature apparently assoiated with NGC7320
(the old tail, see Fig. 1.3), led some authors to believe that all the ve galaxies are physially at
the same distane (e.g.Arp 1973). As it will be seen later, the detetion of two distint HI gas
omponents assoiated respetively with the optial tail and NGC7320 disprove this hypothesis.
Disordant redshift galaxies are found rather frequently in ompat groups and their nature has
been for many years a matter of debate (see review by Hikson et al. 1997). Nowadays it is generally
aepted that their presene doesn't require a hange in our interpretation of galaxy redshift.
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Figure 1.2: High resolution HST olor image of Stephan's Quintet (Credit: NASA,
ESA, and the Hubble SM4 ERO Team)
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Galaxy v
r
z
(km=s)
NGC7317 6599 26 0:022012 0:000087
NGC7318a 6630 23 0:022115 0:000077
NGC7318b 5774 24 0:019260 0:000080
NGC7319 6747 4 0:022507 0:000012
NGC7320 786 20 0:002622 0:000067
NGC7320 6583 20 0:021958 0:000067
Table 1.1: Reession veloities (v
r
) and redshifts (z) of the main galaxies seen in
the Stephan's Quintet eld of view. The values are taken by the Nasa Extragalati
Database with the exeption of NGC7320 where we used the value quoted by
Sulenti et al. (2001).
Figure 1.3: Large R-band map of Stephan's Quintet taken by the Palomar 200-inh
telesope.
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ompared to normal eld galaxies, one needs to look at the gas distribution through-
out the group in relation to the stellar distribution. Fig. 1.4 shows the ontours
of the neutral atomi hydrogen (HI) distribution overlaid on a R-band map of SQ.
The image is taken by Williams et al. (2002) and the ontours orresponds to the
integrated emission in the entire SQ reession veloity range 5700  6700km=s (the
data ube an be found in that paper). Several HI strutures are visible and none of
them follows the galaxy optial morphologies, in ontrast with normal eld galaxies
that present regular HI distributions. Furthermore most of the HI in SQ is atually
intergalati. NGC7319 is basially devoid of neutral atomi gas while some HI is
deteted at the radial veloities orresponding to NGC7318b (see also HI ontours in
Fig. 1.8) but the gas is either found towards the north or towards the south of this
galaxy, without any signiant HI mass towards the entral regions of the galaxy.
A large intergalati gas ar struture is observed extending from the south to the
north{east of the group. The southern part of it follows the stellar old tidal tail
3
.
An even more surprising morphology is shown by hot gas emission as seen at
X-ray wavelengths. In Fig. 1.6 we show the maps at three X-ray energy ranges taken
by the XMM-Newton observatory and published by Trinhieri et al. (2005). The soft
X-ray regime 0:3  1:5keV shows a north{south feature that is largely overlapping
with the western of the two tidal features assoiated with NGC7318b. The enter of
NGC7319 is a partiularly bright X-ray soure at all energies. An extended diuse
emission is also deteted at soft{middle X-ray wavelengths. Trinhieri et al. (2005)
identied two omponents ontributing to diuse X-ray (see Fig. 1.7): the halo,
overing the entral parts of the group, and the tail, roughly oinident with the old
optial tail. The north{south feature has a radio{ontinuum ounterpart as shown
in Fig. 1.5 taken by Williams et al. (2002). Notably the entral regions of NGC7319
and NGC7318a are also partiularly bright at radio wavelengths.
3
As one an see from Fig. 1.4, the HI ar is a ontinuous struture extending from the area of
the sky overed by the foreground galaxy NGC7320 towards the north{east of SQ. In the diretion
of NGC7320 a regular HI disk distribution has been deteted by Williams et al. (2002) (see Fig. 2
of that paper) at reession veloities orresponding to that galaxy. This onlusively demonstrates
that the tidal stellar/gaseous feature is not onneted with NGC7320 but passes behind it.
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Figure 1.4: Contours of the HI gas distribution in SQ overlaid on an R-band image
(from Williams et al. 2002). The integration veloity range is 5597  6918km=s and
the ontours are 5:8; 15; 23; 32; 44; 61; 87; 120; 18010
19
m
 2
. The synthesized beam
is 19
00
:4 18
00
:6.
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Figure 1.5: Contours of the 21m ontinuum emission in SQ overlaid
on an R-band image (from Williams et al. 2002). The ontours are
 0:2; 0:2; 0:4; 0:8; 1:6; 3:2; 6:4; 13; 26 mJy beam
 1
The synthesized beam, 15
00
:4 
14
00
:8, is shown on the upper left orner.
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Figure 1.6: X-ray maps of SQ at several energy ranges obtained with the XMM-
NEWTON observatory (from Trinhieri et al. 2005).
Figure 1.7: SQ X-ray emission regions identied by Trinhieri et al. (2005)
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The north{south feature seen at X-ray and radio ontinuum appears also as H

and warm moleular hydrogen line emission. Fig. 1.8 shows H

interferene lter
maps of the group in two panels: the upper panel shows the emission in the veloity
range 6300  7000km=s, assoiated with the bounded part of the group; the lower
one shows the emission in the veloity range 5600  6000km=s, assoiated with the
intruder galaxy NGC7318b. On the same panels the HI ontours, orresponding to
similar ranges of radial veloities, are overlaid. From the H

maps we realize that:
1) the north{south feature is from gas assoiated with the bounded group; 2) the
entral regions of NGC7319 are partiularly bright; 3) there are numerous lumps of
emission, most probably produed by HII regions, assoiated with both the bounded
group and NGC7318b. The most luminous of these soures is at the northern tip
of the ridge feature, a soure named SQ A by Xu et al. (1999). A seond soure
partiularly distant from galaxy enters, SQ B, is loated towards the east of the
group, preisely on the tidal tail originating from NGC7319; 4) there is a bridge of
emission onneting the north{south feature with NGC7319.
Fig. 1.9 is taken by Cluver et al. (2010) and shows the ontours of moleular
hydrogen infrared rotational line emission overlaid on a R-band image of SQ. The
lower moleular transitions (upper panels) show, apart from emission oinident
with the entral regions of NGC7319 and the HI blob loated towards the north of
NGC7318b, the same north{south linear feature seen already at other wavelengths.
In the same region of this feature, the morphology of the higher transitions (lower
panels) is more lumpy but still resembles a linear vertial struture.
{ Interpretation of SQ multiwavelength observations
We have seen that SQ presents a omplex emission morphology showing diverse
features when observed at dierent wavelengths. However the multiwavelength ob-
servations an be interpreted in terms of a past series of interations between the
galaxies of the group, whih happened in the last Gyr, plus an on-going ollision
with a harateristi time sale of 10
7
yr (Moles et al. 1998, Sulenti et al. 2001).
The tidal tails observed on the optial maps were most probably produed by two
suessive passages of NGC7320. The evidene for this interpretation is that the
16
Figure 1.8: H

interferene lter maps presented by Sulenti et al. (2001). In the
upper panel the H

emission in the veloity range 6300  7000km=s, orresponding
to the SQ group, is shown. In the lower panel the veloity range is 5600 6000km=s,
orresponding to the intruder galaxy NGC7318b. HI ontours for veloities in the
SQ range (6475   6755km=s) and in the NGC7318b range (5597   6068km=s) are
overlaid on the two images.
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Figure 1.9: SQ warm H
2
line emission ontours overlaid on an R-band image (from
Cluver et al. 2010). Contour levels are as follows (all in units of MJy/sr): (a) 0.1,
0.14, 0.19, 0.28, 0.32, 0.37, 0.41, 0.46, 0.5, (b) 0.3,0.53, 0.75, 0.98, 1.2, 1.43, 1.65,
1.88, 2.1, () 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, (d) 0.25, 0.42, 0.58, 0.75, 0.92, 1.08, 1.25, (e)
0.11, 0.19, 0.27, 0.36, 0.44, 0.52, 0.6, and (f) 0.3,0.46, 0.61, 0.77. 0.93, 1.09, 1.24,
1.4..
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tidal tails point roughly towards NGC7320. The tail originating from NGC7319 is
onsidered the youngest one sine its bluer olor and narrower width suggest that it
has been produed more reently than the redder and broader tail seen to the south.
From kinemati arguments and from onsiderations on the olors of the stellar pop-
ulations forming the tails, Sulenti et al. (2001) estimated an age of 2   4  10
8
yr
for the young tail and 6  12 10
8
yr for the old one. Similarly the large deoupling
between HI gas and galaxies in SQ an also be explained in terms of tidal removal
of gas during galaxy lose passages. The southern part of the ar HI feature is over-
lapping with the old tail, strongly suggesting that the formation of the stellar and
the gaseous features arose from the same tidal interation. We have seen that there
is no HI in the NGC7319 galaxy disk. However at the same time this galaxy hosts
an AGN, whose emission is visible at all the wavelengths from radio to X-ray. The
triggering of the AGN ativity has also been plausibly indued by tidal interations,
perhaps through the formation of the bar observed in that galaxy. In fat, as we
mentioned in Set. 1.1, this feature an be reated by tidal fores and it favours
inows of gas towards galaxy enters. Therefore it might be that the bar has been
formed during the interation with NGC7320 and the suessive inowing of gas
has triggered the AGN we observe in that galaxy.
{ The shok region
Perhaps the most intriguing harateristi of SQ is the linear north{south feature
observed at X-ray and Radio wavelengths as well as in H

and infrared warm H
2
line emission. The emission in that region is the signature of a large sale shok pro-
dued by a high veloity ollision between the intruder galaxy NGC7318b and the
intergalati medium of SQ. In fat, as we mentioned before, NGC7318b is entering
the group at veloity  1000km=s relative to the average veloities of the bounded
galaxies. Therefore, the emission seen in X-rays is onsistent with this senario be-
ause the post{shok gas temperature, in suh a high veloity ollision, is predited
to be of the order of millions of degrees, a temperature regime where the gas emits
mainly at X-ray wavelengths. The orresponding radio ontinuum ridge an be ex-
plained in terms of synhrotron emission from relativisti partiles aelerated at
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the shok front. Finally optial spetral analysis by Xu et al. (2003) showed that
the optial line emission in the shok region is dominated by shok exitation rather
than by photons from star formation regions, providing a strong onstraint on this
interpretation. However, given the high veloity of the ollision, an aspet that has
been a matter of debate in the last years has been the presene of old gas phases in
this region as revealed by the H

line, traing ionized gas at temperatures T  10
4
K,
and the warm H
2
line emission, traing moleular gas at temperatures T  10
2
K.
In fat, from the luminosity of the X-ray gas (see Set.3.2.4) one an show that the
hot gas ooling time sale is about 10
8
yr, that is, rather longer than the dynamial
time sale of the ollision ( 10
7
yr). Therefore, unless additional mehanisms are
available for the ooling of the hot gas, the old gas observed in the shok region
annot be explained in terms of ooled hot gas downstream of the large sale shok
front. Furthermore the high veloity dispersion assoiated with both ionized gas
and moleular gas,   10
3
km=s (see respetively Xu et al. 2003 and Appleton et al.
2006), suggests that the medium is highly turbulent and the hot and old gas phases
are mixed together. The fat that the shok ridge onnets two HI louds that are
kinematially onneted (see Fig. 1.8), presenting similar radial veloities, provides
a key hint into the nature of the pre{shok gas and the formation of the observed
multiphase medium. As desribed by Sulenti et al. (2001), if the north{south ridge
is replaed with a strip of old HI gas, one gets a plausible idea for the distribution of
the old gas before the ollision. Sine at the present time there is a gap between the
north and the south HI louds, oinident with the region overed by the shok ridge,
it has been suggested that the ollision happened between the interstellar medium
of NGC7318b and a part of the intergalati HI gas, stripped out from the galaxies
in previous interation events (Sulenti et al. 2001). Both the intruder ISM and the
IGM HI were therefore old and possibly lumpy before the ollision, presenting a
large range of gas densities. On the basis of these arguments, Guillard et al. (2009)
proposed a senario in whih the observed moleular gas, deteted from the infrared
lines, is formed downstream of the shok front from pre-existing HI louds. In their
model they onsidered a large sale shok front propagating through the tenuous
interloud omponent of the gas, with densities . 0:1m
 3
. When the shok front
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hits a denser HI loud, a lower veloity shok propagates into it. Then, the evolution
of the shoked loud depends on several fators: the possible triggering of hydro-
dynamial instabilities, the ooling of the gas layers after being shoked, the dust
destrution and the formation of moleular hydrogen. These authors argued that
the ooling of denser louds is suÆiently fast to inhibit the growth of hydrodynam-
ial instabilities, thus preventing the dispersion of the loud into the hot medium,
and that moleular hydrogen is formed out of the shoked HI louds at the end
of their ooling path. In this ontext, the powerful warm moleular line emission
radiated by gas louds in the shok region, not assoiated with star formation, is
of partiular interest beause it might be an additional hannel to radiate energy
from the system as argued in a reent series of papers by Appleton and ollaborators
(Appleton et al. 2006, Guillard et al. 2009, Cluver et al. 2010). Previously, Xu et al.
(2003) proposed that dust emission, powered by ollisions between dust and plasma
partiles, is the main oolant of the hot gas in the shok region, although these
authors only onsidered an homogeneous medium. The possible role of dust in the
gas ooling proess is one of the main points addressed in this thesis (see Chap..5.1).
{ Star formation in SQ
Given the unusual gas distribution in the group, it is expeted that the loation
of star formation sites is dierent from that seen in normal eld galaxies. In fat
from H

(Fig. 1.8), UV and MIR observations (see Fig. 2.1 in the next hap-
ter), one an see that star formation is not enhaned towards galaxy enters but
is happening either in peripherial regions of the galaxies or into the intergalati
medium. Of partiular interest are the star formation regions SQ A and SQ B.
The SQ A starburst is originating from intergalati gas as demonstrated by the
veloity measurements from ionized gas spetral line emission (Xu et al. 1999) and
CO detetions (Gao et al. 2000, Lisenfeld et al. 2002). However, in the same area,
loalized star formation ativity is also happening in the intruder galaxy elongated
disk. These observational results, together with the simultaneous presene of the
shok linear struture to the south of SQ A, suggest that the starburst has also been
indued by the ollision between NGC7318b and SQ IGM. Xu et al. (2003) argued
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that the starburst has been triggered by shok ompression of pre-existing moleu-
lar louds entering a overpressurized region lled with hot gas produed, as in the
ase of the Guillard model, by a shok over-running a more tenuous gas omponent.
This triggering mehanism is based on a theoretial work by Jog et al. (1992) and
it is onsistent with the fat that no starburst is deteted at intermediate veloities
between SQ and the intruder galaxy. In fat, in this model, star formation happens
in the pre-existing moleular louds that do not ollide beause of the small ross
setion and approximately onserve their momentum while entering the overpres-
surized region. However X-ray gas emission, expeted from the tenuous omponent
of gas heated by a high-veloity shok, is not partiularly enhaned lose to SQ A
where most of the gas seems to be pretty old. Also it has not been laried yet
why the HI distribution around SQ A has a round shape, suggesting the onset of
a global ollapse, while the shok region below is muh hotter and turbulent. The
other bright intergalati star formation region, SQ B, is loated on a tidal tail and,
therefore, this soure has been onsidered as a andidate site for the formation of
tidal dwarf galaxies (Lisenfeld et al. 2002). This soure is just to the west of an HI
enhanement on the intergalati HI ar struture (see Fig. 1.8) that does not show
any partiular star formation ativity, even though it ontains huge amount of old
atomi gas.
To onlude, a standard piture for the interation history and the urrent inter-
ation phenomena in SQ is now well established. However there are several proesses
that still have to be laried, suh as the ooling of the gas in the shok ridge and
the modalities under whih star formation is proeeding throughout the group. In
this thesis we will make use of data in a range of wavelengths that has not been dis-
ussed yet, the mid- and r-infrared regime dominated by dust emission, to obtain
some additional insights into the phenomena ourring in SQ and their impliations
for the evolution of galaxy groups and lusters.
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1.3 What an we learn from studying the dust
emission from SQ?
{ Dust partiles
In astrophysis the term \dust" is used to identify essentially two omponents of
the interstellar medium: 1) solid partiles with sizes of frations of mirons thought
to be omposed mainly of graphite, siliates and iron (even though dierent ompo-
sition mix are onsistent with observational onstraints, see Zubko et al. 2004); 2)
Polyyli aromati hydroarbon moleules (PAH), that an be thought of as at
moleules of interonneted moleular units orresponding to the benzene moleule
C
6
H
6
. Dust partiles emit radiation in the MIR{FIR and sub-mm ranges. This hap-
pens beause the temperatures of dust partiles, heated by radiation soures, are of
order of 10   10
2
K. Higher temperatures than  10
3
K are not reahable beause
any form of dust is destroyed when heated to these levels. In the ase of PAHs,
radiative exitation indues uoresent line emission visible in the MIR regime (see
e.g. Leger & Puget (1984)).
Dust has been deteted in very dierent environments: moleular louds, dif-
fuse interstellar medium, galaxy irrus strutures, AGN torus, irumstellar disks,
planetary nebula, et. Its importane is twofold: 1) dust plays an ative role in
determining the thermodynamial and hemial proesses of the gas in whih it is
embedded, as for example injeting energeti photoeletrons into the ISM or atalyz-
ing the formation of moleular hydrogen; 2) dust absorbs radiation in the optial/UV
and it re-emits it in the infrared. Therefore, from studying the emission from dust
grains one an infer the properties of the soures that power the emission itself. A
typial example is the use of dust emission as a star formation rate indiator, sine
dust in the parent moleular louds of newly formed stars absorbs a large fration of
the UV radiation from young stars and the luminosity of the dust infrared emission
is then proportional to the rate at whih stars are being formed.
An alternative way to heat dust, typially not onsidered in studies of dust emis-
sion on galati sales, ours when dust is embedded in hot plasma at temperatures
 10
6
K. In this hot environment dust grains are ontinuously hit by energeti par-
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tiles that, in the proess of penetrating the grain, release a fration of their kineti
energy. This ontinuous transfer of energy from the plasma to the grains an be
omparable to the transfer of energy from photons of the interstellar radiation eld.
Therefore, even though the heating mehanism is dierent, ollisional heated dust
emission appears at infrared wavelengths as well. Apart from heating dust, this
proess ats as a very eÆient way to ool the hot gas in a temperature regime
where gas radiative proess are rather ineÆient. However one should also notie
that dust in hot plasma is quikly destroyed beause of dust sputtering, the gradual
removal of atoms from grains due to the ollisions between grains and energeti ions.
Therefore the eÆieny of dust as oolant of the hot gas depends stritly on the dust
abundane whih is expeted to be very low. Collisional heating of dust has been
used to model dust emission from supernovae remnants by Dwek et al. (1981), among
others. Details about the dust ollisional heating proess an be found in that paper.
{ Dust emission in SQ
Previous studies of the dust emission in SQ were presented by Xu et al. (1999) and
Xu et al. (2003), using data from the Infrared Spae Observatory in the 6  100m
range. These data led to the disovery of the soure SQ A as the rst example
of an intergalati starburst triggered by a diret galaxy{IGM high-veloity olli-
sion. At the same time, dust emission from the shok region was deteted. This
opened the possibility that the emission in this region is indeed produed by dust
ollisional heating. Unfortunately the low resolution of the ISO data didn't allow a
preise photometry of the emission and an aurate morphologial omparison with
multiwavelength data. In this thesis we will make use of deep imaging of the FIR
emission from SQ taken with the Spitzer Spae Telesope. These data have superior
angular resolution and sensitivity ompared to the previous ISO data and extend
the wavelength overage to longer wavelengths (to 160m). Combining the FIR
data with Spitzer MIR maps and multiwavelength observations, we will investigate
several issues that an be summarized in four main ategories:
1) Star formation: We will use dust emission to identify the loation of the
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obsured part of star formation in the SQ group and to quantify the overall inten-
sity of the star formation events. SQ presents a large deoupling of gas and galaxies
and, as we saw before, this implied a displaement of the star formation regions
ompared to the ase of normal eld galaxies, at least in terms of the unobsured
star formation traers. Interesting points that will be stressed are the total star
formation rate in this group ompared to the ase of isolated galaxies and the star
formation eÆieny in extragalati star formation regions.
2) Gas ooling in the shok region: If a suÆiently high quantity of dust
is present in the hot plasma in the shok region of SQ, dust{plasma partiles olli-
sions may provide the dominant ooling mehanism for the hot gas and, therefore,
determine the thermodynamial evolution of the gas in this region. In partiular the
ooling time may be signiantly redued with important onsequenes for future
star formation episodes out of the shoked gas.
3) Hot group halo gas ooling: In the ontext of IGM gas fueling of star
formation in galaxies and galaxy groups, it is very important to determine all the
possible ways group halo gas an ool. A new mehanism reently under investiga-
tion (see Montier et al. 2004, Popesu et al. 2000) is, as in the ase of the shok
region, the ooling through dust{plasma partile ollisions. In fat through several
proesses, suh as the mixing of galaxian material within the X-ray halo or the
injetion of grains into the IGM from halo stars, it is possible to pollute the hot
IGM with dust and enhane its ooling. In this work we will use observational and
theoretial onstraints to quantify the amount of dust emission from the halo whih
an be due to this mehanism.
4) Nature of dust emission in the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC7319: NGC7319
is a very bright MIR and FIR soure. Sine this galaxy is lassied as Seyfert 2 (i.e.
it hosts an obsured AGN) the bright MIR emission might potentially be explained
in terms of AGN torus warm dust emission. However, as it will be seen later in
Chaps. 2 and 3, this galaxy shows also a FIR emission of similar intensity ompared
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to the MIR ux and the peak of the FIR emission is loated at the enter of this
galaxy. An obvious question we will address in this thesis is therefore whether the
FIR emission we observe from this galaxy is powered by a entral starburst or it is
somehow powered by the entral AGN.
{ Thesis outline
The thesis outline is the following. In the seond hapter we present the Spitzer data,
we ompare the dust emission with multiwavelength observations and we perform
the photometry of all the deteted soures. In hapter three we show the infrared
spetral energy distributions (SED) for eah soure in SQ and we model them with
template SEDs in order to infer useful physial parameters. In hapter four we
derive star formation rates and we disuss the results we have obtained from soure
photometry and SED tting and their onsequenes for star formation and AGN
dust emission. In hapter ve we disuss to whih extent dust an ontribute to
the ooling of hot X-ray emitting gas. In hapter six we present a theoretial model
of a steady{state shok, inluding dust ollisional heating and dust destrution. A
summary and onlusions lose the thesis.
Chapter 2
SQ Dust Emission: Morphology
and Soure Photometry
2.1 Morphology of dust emission in SQ
In this setion we desribe the morphology of the dust emission in SQ, as seen on
the Spitzer maps, in relation to the star and gas distribution in the group. In Fig.
2.1 (lower panel) we show all the Spitzer broad band maps (from IRAC and MIPS)
where the signal is dominated by dust emission
1
: 8m, 24m, 70m and 160m
(details about Spitzer data redution an be found in Appendix 2.A at the end of
this hapter). These an be ompared with the upper panel showing the SDSS r-
band map, the GALEX FUV map, the VLA radio 21 m line map and the XMM
NEWTON soft X-ray map. On eah map, rosses identify the galaxy entres.
The IR morphology of the galaxies seen in the IR maps is markedly dierent from
the optial morphology. This is true not only for the early type galaxies but also
for the late type galaxies whih exhibit remarkable little infrared emission from the
main bodies of the galaxies. The only exeption is the emission from the foreground
1
Throughout this thesis all the 8m images presented have had the stellar omponent of the
emission subtrated using the relation F

(8m; dust) = F

(8m)   0:232F

(3:6m) (Helou et al.
2004). The 8m Spitzer band also ontains emission from rotational hydrogen lines whih however
we estimate in Set. 3.1.3 to be unimportant in relation to the PAH and dust ontinuum emission
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galaxy NGC 7320 whih is quite symmetrial in all the Spitzer bands, having a lled
disk of emission ommonly seen in loal universe eld galaxies, ompatible with the
optial/UV appearane not showing any sign of interations (onsistent with its not
being a member of SQ).
The infrared emission from NGC7319 is dominated by an unresolved nulear
soure, presumably from the Seyfert 2 AGN, that is partiularly prominent at 24
and 70m. At 8m one an also learly see emission from the disk of the AGN host
galaxy. As it an be seen from the MIR maps, dust emission from ompat star
formation regions are deteted all over the group and espeially on the elongated
features of the intruder galaxy NGC 7318b whih are most prominently delineated in
the UV. Here the similarity is strongest between the UV and the 8m band though
the most prominent disrete soures are also learly seen at 24 and 70m. The most
prominent suh MIR/FIR soure is SQ A, the star formation region loated to the
north of NGC 7318b, already deteted by ISO, whih an also be seen at 160m.
From optial spetra (Xu et al. 2003) and radio observations (Lisenfeld et al. 2002,
Williams et al. 2002) it is known that star formation in this region is assoiated
with gas at radial veloities orresponding to both the intruder galaxy and the IGM
of the group. Several further ompat star formation regions are loated on the
southern arms of NGC 7318b. The brighter soures, HII SE and HII SW, are also
deteted on the 70m map but not learly seen on the lower resolution 160m map.
Two other bright MIR/FIR emitting regions deteted on the Spitzer maps are SQ
B, a star formation region loated on the optial \young " tidal tail (see Sulenti
et al. 2001), and a soure, HII N, loated about 40
00
towards the north of the AGN
galaxy.
There is no lear morphologial ounterpart in the infrared to the shok region,
dened here by the ridge of emission that an be seen on the X-ray map. Neverthe-
less the 70m map and more partiularly the 160m map show enhaned emission
towards the peak of the X-ray emission. The ratio of the MIR 8 and 24m emission
to the 160m emission at the same position appears rather low ompared to the
disrete soures assoiated with star formation suh as SQ A.
A previously undeteted feature is an extended omponent of FIR emission, that
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Figure 2.1: Stephan's Quintet Multiwavelength Data. Upper row from left to right: SDDS r-band, GALEX FUV, VLA
radio , XMM NEWTON soft X-ray. Lower row: SPITZER IRAC 8m and MIPS 24; 70; 160m. Crosses on the maps
identify the galaxy enters. The position (0,0) oinides with RA = 22
h
36
0
02:4
00
,De = +33
Æ
57
0
46:0
00
. The units on the
axis are armin. At the distane of SQ (94 Mp) every armin orresponds to 24kp. Note that NGC 7320 is a foreground
galaxy at the distane of 10 Mp and its HI distribution, not shown in this gure, an be found in Williams et al. (2002).
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we will refer to as \extended emission" in this thesis, spatially oinident with the
main part of the group X-ray halo (as dened in Trinhieri et al. 2005, see Fig.
1.7). The appearane of the orresponding MIR emission on the higher resolution 8
and 24m images suggests that the extended FIR emission may at least in part be
lumpy rather than uniform, possibly indiating the presene of faint star formation
regions far away from the enters of the galaxies.
In order to quantify the morphology and brightness of the FIR emission seen
towards the X-ray emitting halo and shok regions, it is neessary to subtrat from
the FIR maps the most prominent disrete soures assoiated with star formation
regions and galaxies. To do this we devised a FIR soure tting tehnique whih
we desribe in subsetion 2.1.1. This soure tting tehnique also serves to x the
photometry and the extent of disrete soures, information that annot be diretly
extrated from the maps due to the unknown level of mutual onfusion.
2.1.1 The FIR map tting tehnique and the FIR residual
maps
The tting tehnique models a preseleted set of the most prominent disrete soures
as a sum of elliptial gaussian onvolved with the instrument PSF. Seven parameters
are alulated for eah soure: amplitude, the peak oordinates, the two gaussian
widths, the axis rotation angle and the loal bakground (inluded to avoid removal
of any diuse emission omponents). The t is performed simultaneously for the
10 brightest soures seen on the 70m maps, (see Fig. 2.2): ve ompat soures
(SQ A, HII SE, HII SW, SQ B, HII N), two soures to t the emission from the
AGN galaxy NGC 7319 (one for the entral emission and one for a peripherial
star formation region visible after the removal of the rst omponent), two for the
t of the foreground galaxy NGC 7320 (one for the t of the diuse emission and
one for a ompat soure) and one to t the emission peaked in the middle of the
shok region. The t to the 70m map is performed rst, keeping all the tting
parameters as free variables. This is followed by a onstrained t to the 160m
map in whih the relative position of the soures are xed to the values obtained at
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70m. In addition, a further onstraint was that we kept the same shape and axis
orientation for the ve ompat soures, as inferred by the 70m t, allowing only
a size hange (to take into aount the potentially more extended distribution of
old dust emission). This strategy was adopted beause the higher resolution 70m
map plaes the strongest onstraints to the position and morphology of soures in
the FIR. Model images from the tting tehnique are shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3.
The best t parameters and the inferred total ux densities are shown in Table 2.1.
At both 70m and 160m the best t model images are remarkably similar to the
original maps. On the \deonvolved\ maps in eah gure, it is possible to see the
ontribution from eah gaussian to the nal map. Interestingly enough, the soure
at the position of the shok is muh more predominant at 160m than at 70m, on-
rming the original impression that the emission in the shok region is brighter at
160m. It is also noteworthy that the position angle of the model soure at 160m
is aligned with the north{south orientation of the X-ray emitting ridge whereas at
70m no suh alignment is apparent. At both 70 and 160m the east{west width of
the tted elliptial gaussians at the shok position (FWHM  60
00
) is larger than
that of the X-ray shok ridge (FWHM  20
00
). This indiates that the integrated
emission is not neessarily entirely omposed of emission from the shok ridge. A
full desription of the soure tting tehnique is given in Set. 2.3.
To understand how the emission peaked in the shok region and the extended emis-
sion are distributed on the maps, we reated FIR residual maps where the emission
from all the soures tted by the FIR map tting tehnique, with the exeption of
the soure assoiated with the shok, have been subtrated. The ontours of these
FIR residual maps are shown in Fig. 2.4 overlaid on HI, X-ray and FUV maps.
As one an see, the emission on the FIR residual maps is unorrelated with the
HI distribution but well orrelated with the soft X-ray ux. The FIR emission,
as already seen on the original maps, peaks in the middle of the shok region and
its overall extent is similar to the X-ray halo emission. At rst sight this nding
supports the idea that ollisional heating is produing the observed FIR emission.
However a large part of the residual FIR emission overs areas emitting signiant
luminosity at UV wavelengths. The presene of these radiation soures ompliates
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Soure RA DEC 
70m

160m
F
70m
F
160m
(ars) (ars) (mJy) (mJy)
SQ A 22 35 58.81 33 58 51.08 16 15 134 15 265 86
HII SE 22 35 59.08 33 57 33.97 14 40 61 9 186 140
HII SW 22 35 56.10 33 57 43.10 11 ND 31 5 ND
SQ B 22 36 10.54 33 57 20.52 14 36 63 8 302 34
N7319 22 36 3.760 33 58 33.03 12 30 616 62 1192 130
N7319 (HII) 22 36 3.01 33 59 00.0 24 ND 50 8 ND
N7320 22 36 3.380 33 56 52.69 44 48 716 73 1899 196
N7320 (HII) 22 36 4.540 33 57 4.480 16 ND 111 13 ND
HII N 22 36 03.132 33 59 34.6 23 42 52 6 98 41
SHOCK
1
22 36 0.1 33 58 0.28 61 58 258 30 1218 230
Table 2.1: Fitted FIR soure parameters: ol1: FIR soure; ol2-3: Soure enter
RA and DEC oordinates; ol4-5: Averaged FWHMs of the soures; ol6-7:Total ux
densities at 70m and 160m. Some of the soures are not deteted at 160m (ND
= \non deteted")
1
The SHOCK soure on this table refers only to the gaussian used to t the emission
entered in the middle of the shok region. Therefore the quoted uxes don't
represent the atual uxes oming from that area. The emission from the shok
region is given in the Table 2.
the interpretation of the dust emission in the shok region as well as for the extended
emission (see Chaps. 4 and 5.1).
2.2 SQ Spitzer map photometry
Preise photometry of all these dierent emitting regions in SQ is required in order
to eluidate the physial mehanisms that power dust emission and the related
sienti impliations. In the FIR the photometry is derived from the soure tting
proedure (for the disrete soures) and from the FIR residual maps (for the shok
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Figure 2.2: Fit results for the 70m map. Top{left: original 70m map; Top{right:
best t map; Bottom{left: t residuals; Bottom{right: \deonvolved" map. The
rosses on the original map identify the enters of the tted soures. The units
aside the olor bars are MJy/sr. Note: The t residual map, shown on the bottom{
left panel, has all the tted soures subtrated. It diers from the 70m \FIR
residual map", whose ontours are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 2.4, where the
SHOCK soure has not been subtrated.
34
Figure 2.3: Fit results for the 160m map. Top{left: original 160m map; Top{
right: best t map; Bottom{left: t residuals; Bottom{right: \deonvolved" map.
The units aside the olor bars are MJy/sr. Note: The t residual map, shown on the
bottom{left panel, has all the tted soures subtrated. It diers from the 160m
\FIR residual map", whose ontours are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 2.4, where
the SHOCK soure has not been subtrated.
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Figure 2.4: FIR residual maps (see Set. 3.2) ontours overlaid on HI (left panels), X-ray (middle panels) and FUV maps
(right panels). The ontours in the upper row are from the 70m residual map while those in the lower row are from the
160m residual map. The 70m residual map ontour levels are  0:3; 0:3; 0:6; 0:9; 1:2; 1:5; 1:8; 2:1; 2:25 MJy=sr and those
for the 160m residual map are  0:4; 0:4; 1:2; 2:4; 3:6; 4:8; 6:0; 6:6; 7:2 MJy=sr (the dashed lines are the negative ontours,
orresponding to  1 level). The eld of view is dierent in the three maps. The oordinates orresponding to (0,0) are
for the HI map RA = 22
h
36
0
04:1
00
and De = +33
Æ
57
0
47:2
00
, for the X-ray map RA = 22
h
35
0
59:7
00
and De = +33
Æ
58
0
05:9
00
,
for the FUV map RA = 22
h
36
0
01:6
00
and De = +33
Æ
57
0
42:1
00
. The axis units are arminutes for the HI and FUV maps
and arseonds for the X-ray map. Note that point soures have been removed from the X-ray map (see Fig. 1).
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and the extended emission omponents). In the MIR the high resolution of the MIR
8 and 24m maps allows a straightforward extration of uxes of the orresponding
regions in SQ using aperture photometry. All results are summarized in Table 2.2.
2.2.1 Star formation regions and galaxies
The FIR map tting tehnique, desribed previously, allows a preise measure of the
ux oming from the ompat star formation regions, the AGN galaxy NGC 7319
and the foreground galaxy NGC 7320, all well modelled by onvolved elliptial gaus-
sians (although some soures are not deteted at 160m). This tehnique allowed
us not only to obtain the total soure uxes but also to derive aurately the soure
extent. In Fig. 2.5, as an example, we show the ontours of the \deonvolved"
70m and 160m emission at the position of SQ A overlaid on the 8m and 24m
maps. The FIR emission has a MIR ounterpart that peaks in the areas where FIR
is higher. This is generally true for all the tted FIR soures and it validates the use
of apertures for the photometry of the ompat soures at MIR 8 and 24m whose
sizes are derived by the FIR tting tehnique. Speially, at 8 and 24m we used
elliptial apertures having the same axial ratio and orientation as the 70m best t
elliptial gaussian axis and semi-axis lengths equal to 2:17
70m
(this area inludes
90% of an elliptial gaussian total ux). We took sizes based on the 70m map t
beause all the ompat soures are learly seen on that map. These apertures are
depited in red in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.
The loal bakground for the aperture photometry has been estimated on regions
loated nearby the entral soure, where other peaks of emission are not learly seen
(see green irles on Figs. 2.6 and 2.7). In this way we are ondent that the
bakground level has not been overestimated due to ontamination by surrounding
soures. We didn't apply aperture orretion for the photometry at 8m beause
this is lose to unity for the hosen apertures (typial aperture size about 10 pixels),
as reported by the IRAC data Handbook. At 24m the hosen apertures typially
delimit the rst outer ring of the PSF. In this ase we applied an aperture orretion
equal to 1.16 (MIPS data Handbook). For the MIR photometry of the galaxies
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Figure 2.5: \Deonvolved" 70m and 160m SQ A emission ontours overlaid on
8m (upper row) and 24m (lower row) maps. Units on the axis are arseonds.
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NGC 7319 and NGC 7320 we used large apertures overing most of the emission
from these objets and we didn't apply aperture orretions beause of the large
integration area.
The unertainties on the MIR photometry are given by the quadrati sum of
the following ontributions: 1) error on the aperture orretion; 2) ux alibration
unertainty; 3) bakground utuations. Sine we used elliptial apertures, instead
of typial irular apertures, we rather onservatively assumed that the relative error
on the aperture orretion is 10% (note that this error is applied only to aperture
photometry at 24m). The ux alibration relative unertainty is equal to 4%
(IRAC and MIPS Handbook) while the error introdued by bakground utuations
is derived from the variane of the bakground mean values in the several areas we
seleted nearby the soures. The measured uxes and unertainties for both MIR
and FIR wavelengths are given in Table 2.2.
Sine we are using dierent methods to derive the soure uxes on the MIR maps
and the FIR maps, it is important to hek that these two photometri tehniques
give onsistent results. To verify this, we performed the soure tting tehnique on
onvolved MIR maps and derived the soure uxes exatly as we did for the FIR
maps. Details and results of this test are shown in Set. 2.3.
2.2.2 Shok region
Fig. 2.8 show the east{west proles, along a line passing through the enter of the
shok ridge, extrated from the FIR residual maps, the X-ray and the VLA 21 m
radio ontinuum maps onvolved to the resolution of the 160m map (FWHM 
40
00
). From these proles, one an see that the FIR width is signiantly larger
than the shok ridge width as seen both in the X-ray and Radio. Using the urrent
data it is impossible to say if this disrepany is due to onfusion with fainter
unrelated infrared soures or to a systemati hange in the width of the emitting
region of the shok between the X-ray and the FIR. Nevertheless we estimated the
ux oming from the shok ridge by tting the FIR residual maps with a simple two
omponent model: a PSF onvolved uniform ridge, used to t the dust emission in
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Figure 2.6: Apertures for soure photometry on the Spitzer IRAC 8m map. In-
tegration areas are delimited in red while bakground areas in green. The straight
line passing through the AGN galaxy and SQB is a map artifat.
40
Figure 2.7: Apertures soure photometry on the Spitzer MIPS 24m map. Integra-
tion areas are delimited in red while bakground areas in green.
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Figure 2.8: East{West prole of the shok region at several wavelengths. The proles
for the 70m, X-ray and Radio maps are derived after onvolution to the resolution
of the 160m map (FWHM = 40
00
). The proles are derived from an horizon-
tal strip passing through the enter of the shok region (RA = 22
h
35
0
59:7,De =
+33
Æ
58
0
14:2
00
) and of vertial width equal to 10
00
.
the shok region and whose size (20
00
 80
00
) were derived from X-ray data, plus a
uniform omponent. In this proedure the level of the tted uniform omponent is
inuened by the fat that the atual FIR soure is more extended than the X-ray
soure. Taking into aount the ambiguity in identifying all the ux from the more
extended FIR emission with the shok, we have assigned extremely onservative ux
unertainties. Speially, the upper and lower limits dened by the quoted error
bars in Table 2.2 are the uxes ontributed by the uniform emission omponent
underlying the solid angle of the shok ridge (onvolved with the PSF) in the ases
the uniform emission omponent has a brightness equal to twie or zero times the
value given by the t. To measure the MIR 8 and 24m emission from the shok
region, we simply integrated the emission in the same retangular area used before to
dene the shok ridge omponent in the t of the FIR residual maps. The adopted
apertures are shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7. Before the integration we masked all
the areas inside the apertures we used for the photometry of other soures, beause
the MIR emission in that areas is mainly onneted with the orresponding soures
that we tted and subtrated from the FIR maps before the measure of the shok
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Figure 2.9: Radial urves of growth of the FUV, MIR and FIR emission after mask-
ing or subtration of star formation regions and the two galaxies NGC 7320 and
NGC 7319 (see text). The zero on the X-axis orresponds to the enter of the shok
region: RA = 22
h
35
0
59:7,De = +33
Æ
58
0
14:2
00
region ux. For the fration of the masked regions that falls inside the shok region
integration area we assumed that the surfae brightness is equal to the average
brightness on the other regions inside the aperture. The bakground level has been
measured on areas around the retangular aperture where no peaks of emission are
learly seen. The quoted error on the integrated uxes is the sum of the ontributions
due to bakground utuation and ux alibration error.
2.2.3 Extended FIR emission
We have measured the amount of extended ux on the FIR residual maps within
a radius of 90
00
from the shok enter, an area approximately equal to that overed
by the X-ray HALO region as dened in Trinhieri et al. (2005) (see Fig. 1.7). We
performed this ux measurement in the following way. First we onstruted radial
urves of growth of the integrated emission on the FIR residual maps starting from
the shok enter. These urves of growth are shown in Fig. 2.9. As one an see, the
integrated emission ontinues to grow somewhat beyond the 90
00
radius. However we
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onsidered only the ux within this limit beause it an be diretly related to the X-
ray Halo extent. We took the urve of growth values for the integrated uxes at 90
00
and we subtrated the ontribution from the shok region, estimated in Set. 2.2.2.
The unertainties on the uxes are mainly due to the mutual ontamination between
shok ridge and extended emission. Therefore we assumed the same onservative
errors that we assigned to the shok region FIR uxes. For the estimate of the
extended MIR emission we have used an analogous method. We onstruted radial
urves of growth, starting from the shok region enter, after having masked all the
ompat soures and galaxies whose photometry has been desribed in Set. 2.2.1
(note that the shok region is not masked). For the alulation of the MIR urves
of growth we took into aount the missing areas, those that we masked, assuming
that their brightness is equal to the average brightness inside the irular annuli
passing through them. The derived urves are shown in Fig. 2.9. Exatly as for the
FIR measurements, we took the value of the urve of growth at 90
00
and subtrated
the emission from the shok region in order to obtain the integrated emission from
the extended area orresponding to the X-ray halo. The ux unertainties, in this
ase, are derived summing quadratially bakground utuation, alibration errors
and the error on the shok ridge ux.
2.3 Multisoure t of SQ FIR maps
In this setion we explain in more detail the FIR map tting tehnique that we
devised to model the soures on the FIR maps. As seen in Set. 2.1.1 and 2.2.1, we
applied this tehnique to extrat these soures from the FIR maps but also to per-
form their photometry. The tting tehnique we developed is similar to the CLEAN
algorithms used in radio astronomy but with some additional harateristis: 1)
all the soures are tted at the same time; 2) an intrinsi nite soure width is
allowed. Our basi assumption is that all the soures we model are suÆiently well
desribed by elliptial gaussians or a ombination of them. This is not neessar-
ily true beause some soures an, in priniple, dier signiantly from this simple
shape. However this simple approah has been suÆient for a good tting of the FIR
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Soure F
8m
F
24m
F
70m
F
160m
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
SQ A 7:9 0:5 11 2 134 15 265 86
HII SE 7318b 3:4 0:4 7:5 1 61 9 186(51) 142(40)
HII SW 7318b 2:5 0:1 2:4 0:35 31 5 ND
SQ B 3:1 0:15 5:6 0:8 63 8 302(120) 34(13)
NGC 7319 68 3 185 8 666 67 1192 130
NGC 7320 45 3 38 2 827 85 1899 196
HII N 7319 0:69 0:07 1:1 0:2 52 6 98(78) 41(33)
Shok region 8:1 0:8 6 1:5 80 30 506 200
Extended emission 29 2 40:6 5 233 30 805 200
Table 2.2: IR uxes of the set of disrete soures deteted on the Spitzer 70m
map. The 8m and 24m uxes are obtained from aperture photometry while the
70m and 160m uxes for the galaxies and ompat star formation regions are the
results of the FIR map tting tehnique. The FIR uxes from the shok region are
obtained by the tting of the FIR residual maps. The MIR and FIR values for the
extended emission are derived from the urves of growth of the MIR and FIR maps
(see Set. 2.2.3). The values in brakets are the 160m uxes within the size of the
70m emission.
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maps. The funtion F (x; y), desribing an elliptial gaussian on a map, is dened
by the following formulas:
F (x; y) = B
lo
+ A e
 U=2
(2.1)
U = (x
0
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x
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2
+ (y
0
=
y
)
2
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) 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The rst two equations dene the shape of the elliptial gaussian while the last
two are the oordinate transformations between the map and the frame dened by
the elliptial gaussian axis. For eah soure the tting proedure has to provide 7
parameters: A (the gaussian amplitude), (x
s
; y
s
) (the position of the soure enter),
(
x
; 
y
) (the gaussian widths in two ortogonal diretions),  (the rotation angle of
the gaussian axis from the array axis) and an oset value B
lo
(the loal bakground
for eah soure).
A real image is not just the sampling of the original signal, of ourse, but it's
the sampling of the onvolution of the signal with the point spread funtion (PSF)
of the telesope optis{detetor instrument. Using the program STINYTIM
2
, we
obtained theoretial PSFs of the MIPS instrument for both 70 and 160 m bands.
Fig. 2.10 and 2.11 show the theoretial PSFs for the 70 m and 160m bands
and their proles. In panel (b) of these gures, it is shown also the radial prole
of an empirial PSFs (kindly provided by G. Bendo). Although there are some
intrinsi dierenes between empirial and theoretial proles, we deided to use
theoretial PSFs beause they an be sampled at any desired rate and don't ontain
noise that would be added to the t (however we made some tests to determine the
level of unertainty introdued by using theoretial PSFs instead of real ones in our
tting proedure. We have found that the dierene on the nal results is negligible
ompared to other soures of error, e.g. only  5% on the inferred soure uxes).
The rst step of our tting proedure is to assume a distribution of elliptial gaussian
soures, with initial trial values of the parameters, in an array of the same size of the
2
by John Krist for the Spitzer Siene Center:
http://ss.spitzer.alteh.edu/dataanalysistools/tools/ontributed/general/stinytim/
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: a) Theoretial 70m PSF; b) Average radial proles of empirial and
theoretial 70m PSFs.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: a) Theoretial 160m PSF; b) Average radial proles of empirial and
theoretial 160m PSFs.
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data. First from a diret inspetion of the FIR maps and then after some iterations,
we identied 10 main soures to be tted using elliptial gaussians (see Fig. 2.2):
two for NGC 7320 (one for the disk emission plus one for a ompat star formation
region), one eah for SQ A and SQ B, two for NGC 7319 (one for the irumnulear
emission plus one for a star formation region), one for a soure loated north of
NGC 7319 (HII N), two for NGC 7318b (the two ompat star formation regions
loated on the southern spiral arms), one for a soure peaked in the middle of the
shok region. Convolving this array with a theoretial PSF, an artiial image is
obtained that an be ompared with the real data. Varying the parameters of the
elliptial gaussians, it is possible to improve the agreement between artiial and
real images until a ertain degree of auray is reahed. To minimize 
2
and nd the
best t model parameters, we used the Levemberg{Marquardt (LM) algorithm (see
Bevington 1992), implemented by the IDL routine MPFIT2DFUN
3
. Although this
algorithm is less dependent on the initial trial values of the parameters, ompared
with other 
2
minimization methods, the results are inevitably dependent on these.
Therefore it is a good rule to assign the initial values as lose as possible to the
real ones (or better to whih we believe are the real ones). The riteria we used to
hoose the initial values for the free parameters are the following:
1) Amplitude: any number of the order of the peak amplitude of the soure (this
tted parameter has been found almost independent from the initial value);
2) Position: initial positions near the peaks of the soures;
3) Gaussian Widths: derived approximately from the apparent width of the soure;
4) Rotation angle: any number.
5) Loal Bakground: initial value equal to zero.
As one an notie, the hoie of the initial values doesn't require to know in advane
any parameter but the approximate positions of the soure enters and roughly the
sizes of the gaussians. All this information an be easily derived from the data. The
tting proedure improves the quality of the results (in the sense that we obtain a
smoother residual map and a lower redued 
2
) if we onsider only the regions lose
3
written by Craig Markwardt: http://ow.physis.wis.edu/raigm/idl/tting.html for details
on the 
2
minimization routine
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to the soures for the t. Therefore, we reated a mask to exlude all the pixels that
are too distant from the alulation, that is more than 2-3 times the apparent sizes
from the soure enters.
The tting tehnique as desribed until now has been applied suessfully to the
70m FIR map. The tting of the 160m map has been performed in a slightly
dierent way beause one annot learly see on this map all the ompat soures
that are deteted on the 70m. This eet is most probably due to both lower
resolution and intrinsi olor dierenes. Sine our goal was to produe onsistent
SEDs of the main soures in SQ, we introdued new onstrains for the t of the
160m map. We assumed that the entre position of eah soure on the 160m map
is the same as derived from the 70 m map tting. We only allowed a ommon
shift of all the soure positions in order to orret possible small dierenes in the
astrometry of the two maps. Then we assumed that the orientation angles and the
ratio of the elliptial gaussian axial widths (
x
; 
y
) for the ompat soures (SQ A,
HII SE, HII SW, SQ B, HII N and the ompat star formation regions in NGC 7319
and NGC 7320) are the same as those inferred from the 70m map t. Therefore we
assumed that the shape of the emitting ompat soures is similar at 70 and 160m
even if the size an be dierent. This is atually expeted beause older emission
an ome from regions that are simply farer away from the entral heating soure
in ase of star formation regions.
Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 show the results of our tting tehnique for the 70m and
160m maps in four panels: a) the bakground subtrated Spitzer FIR map of SQ,
b) the best t image obtained with our method, ) the t residuals and d) the "de-
onvolved" map (that is atually the map showing the elliptial gaussians whose
PSF onvolution gives the best t map). As one an see, this method produes
best t maps with remarkable similarity to the original maps (
2
70m
=N
free
= 0:8,

2
160m
=N
free
= 0:7). The \deonvolved" map at 70m shows, apart from the emis-
sion of the foreground galaxy NGC 7320 and AGN galaxy NGC 7319, the several
disrete ompat soures that are responsible for the several peaks seen on the real
map. There is a rather extended soure that peaks in the middle of the shok re-
gion, even though some exess of emission is still seen on the t residual map at
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this position suggesting that the auray of the t is not very good for this faint
soure. At 160m the emission is dominated by the AGN galaxy, the foreground
galaxy and the soure peaked on the shok region. It is quite interesting that the
gaussian used to t the emission at the position of the shok is very well aligned
along the main axis of the shok ridge. However the east{west width of this gaussian
is too large to be related only to the X-ray ridge (see Set. 2.2.2)). Some ompat
star formation regions are undeteted (or only marginally deteted) at 160m, as
we somehow expeted, as no peaks are learly seen at their position.
The main tted parameters and the derived ux densities for eah of the tted
soures an be found in Table 2.1. The unertainties on the integrated uxes are
derived from the ovariane matrix provided by the LM 
2
minimization algorithm.
For the estimate of the error on eah point of the map, neessary to evaluate 
2
we onsidered the variane of bakground utuations on eah map. On the nal
integrated uxes for eah soure a 10% error is added due to ux alibration uner-
tainties (MIPS data handbook). As one an notie from tab.2.1, the inferred 160m
sizes for the AGN galaxy NGC 7319 and the ompat soures HII SE, SQ B and
HII N are muh larger than the 70m size. In ase of the AGN galaxy the size
dierene an be physially understood if one thinks that additional warm emission
ome from the entral part of the galaxy and, therefore, the 70m ux is more
peaked towards the enter (see also disussion in Set. 4.4). The larger 160m size
for the ompat soures arises beause the t proedure tends to t also extended
diuse emission around the main entral soure, most probably produed by unre-
solved nearby soures. For these last soures we alulated from the deonvolved
160m gaussians the amount of ux within one 70m FWHM from the peak. These
redued 160m uxes are quoted within brakets in Table 2.2.
Comparison between results obtained by the tting tehnique and aper-
ture photometry
As it will be seen in Set. 3.1, we performed soure SED tting inluding MIR and
FIR measurements, performed respetively using aperture photometry and the map
tting tehnique. Therefore, it is important to understand how dierent the uxes
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obtained by the tting proedure are ompared to those we would have obtained
by aperture photometry on a high resolution map. To quantify this dierene, we
made a test using the higher resolution 24m map where dust emission morphology
looks remarkably similar to the 70m emission (at least if one onsiders the main
soures of emission). We onvolved the 24m MIR map to math the resolution of
the 70mmap, resampled the map to math the pixel size of the 70mmap and then
performed the gaussian tting tehnique on the onvolved map. The onvolution has
been done using the kernel funtion reated by Carl Gordon (Gordon et al. 2008).
For the t we assumed the same distribution of gaussians as in the t of the FIR
maps, but leaving all the parameters free. The onvolved map and the t results
are shown in Fig. 2.12. In Table 2.3 and in Fig. 2.13 we ompared the results from
aperture photometry (desribed in Set. 2.2.1) and gaussian tting. For all but one
soure (HII SW) the uxes derived using the two dierent methods are onsistent
within the unertainties and also the inferred soure sizes are lose to those found
at 70m (the problem with HII SW arises beause of the viinity of the nuleus of
NGC 7318a that is muh brighter in the MIR than in the FIR). Based on the results
of this test, we are ondent that the two photometri tehniques give onsistent
results.
2.A Observations and Data Redution
In this thesis we have used Spitzer maps from two Guest Observer (GO) programs
making use of ontinuum data at 24,70 and 160m from the MIPS instrument (Rieke
et al., 2004). From the GO #40142 (PI: Appleton, P.) we took the 24m map and
from the GO #3440 (PI: Xu, K.) the 70 and 160m maps. In addition, an image of
SQ at 8m, taken with the IRAC instrument (Fazio et al., 2004) and downloaded
from the Spitzer Siene Center (SSC) arhive, was also used. In the following
we provide details of the data redution for the Spitzer FIR maps, performed by
Nanyao Lu at the SSC. The 24m map has been already presented by Cluver et
al. (2010) and we refer to that paper for tehnial details about the data preparation.
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Figure 2.12: Convolved 24m map t. Top{left: Convolved 24m map; Top{right:
Best t map; Bottom{left: Fit residuals; Bottom{right: deonvolved gaussian map
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Soure F
ap
24m
F
t
24m

t
70m

t
24m
(mJy) (mJy) (ars) (ars)
SQ A 11 2 12 0:5 16 15
HII SE 7318b 7:5 1 6:7 0:4 14 12
HII SW 7318b
1
2:4 0:35 6 0:6 11 24
SQ B 5:9 0:8 5:6 0:8 15 12
NGC 7319
2
185 8 195 8 12 12
NGC 7320
2
38 2 40 2 44 43
HII N 7319 1:1 0:2 ND
3
22 ND
3
Table 2.3: Comparison of photometry results at 24m obtained with aperture pho-
tometry and the gaussian tting tehnique. Col. 1: Soure name; ol. 2: aperture
photometry uxes; ol. 3: uxes from the gaussian tting tehnique ; ol. 4: aver-
age soure FWHMs as derived from the 70m map tting ; ol. 5: average soure
FWHMs as derived from the 24m onvolved map t.
1
This soure is the only soure, deteted by the tting tehnique, whose inferred
uxes are onsiderably dierent. The size of the gaussian that t the emission on
the 24m onvolved map is muh larger than that found at 70m. The reason for
this is the ontamination from the nearby nuleus of NGC 7318a that emits strongly
in the MIR but not in the FIR.
2
For NGC 7319 (the AGN galaxy) and NGC 7320 (the foreground galaxy) the
apertures are hosen suh to over the entire emission of the galaxies. In the tting
proedure these soures are modeled with two gaussians, one for the entrally peaked
emission and one for a peripherial HII region. The sizes shown in olumn 4 and 5
refer to the entral soure that ontribute most of the ux.
3
ND: non deteted.
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Figure 2.13: Ratio between uxes inferred from the tting tehnique and from aper-
ture photometry for the soures on the 24m map.
{ MIPS 70m and 160m data redution
The MIPS 70m and 160m data are from Spitzer pipeline version S11.0.2. In the
pipeline default mosai images, there are a few residual instrumental artifats that
are partiularly notieable at 70m. Beause of this, these pipeline images were not
used in this thesis. In their plae, new images were used in whih the instrumental
artifats were redued by performing additional data redution steps on the \basi
alibrated data" (BCD) frames.
Speially, for the 70m data, we observed an overall signal drift in time. To
remove this, we masked out those pixels of eah of the 468 non{stim BCD frames
that are within a radius of 125" of the SQ enter (RA=339.0181d, DEC=33.969183d;
J2000). For eah BCD frame, a median was alulated from all unmasked pixels.
These medians were plotted as a funtion of the BCD frame index (1 to 468). The
resulting plot shows a lear disontinuity at frame index 313. We t the setions
prior to and post this disontinuity separately with a ubi spline funtion of order
1 or 2. The two tted urves were onneted to form one urve overing all the
BCD frames. After being normalized by its mean, this urve was divided into the
index{ordered BCD frames to remove the signal drift in time. The next step was to
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reate a sky at image by median ltering only unmasked data for a given detetor
pixel. The resulting sky at image was normalized by its mean, and subsequently
divided into eah unmasked BCD frames. Finally, we used Spitzer MOPEX tool to
mosai these improved BCD frames into our nal image used in this paper. With a
muh atter sky bakground, our own mosai image is signiantly better than the
pipeline ounterpart.
For the MIPS 160m data, a similar proedure was used with all 522 non{stim
BCD frames. In this ase, the detetor signal drifts in time dier signiantly among
individual readout modules. As a result, our signal drift removal was attempted on
per readout module basis.
Bakground subtration was performed by tting a tilted plane to the maps,
after masking a large area overing the main group and, in the ase of the 160m
map, the galaxy NGC7320 (that lies outside the eld of view shown in Fig. 2.1).
Chapter 3
Modelling the dust emission SEDs
of SQ soures
3.1 Modelling the Infrared SEDs
The spetral energy distribution (SED) of dust emission is determined by the heat-
ing mehanism, the intensity and olor of the radiation elds (for the ase of photon
heating), the temperature and density of the hot plasma (for the ase of ollisional
heating) and by the amount, size distribution and hemial omposition of the emit-
ting grains. Ideally one would solve for the distribution of photon soures, hot
plasma and grains using a self onsistent radiation transfer analysis to t the entire
X-ray/UV/Optial-MIR/FIR SED for eah soure, analogous to the treatment of
photon heated dust in disk galaxies and starburst galaxies (see Popesu & Tus
(2010) for a reent review). However, due to the extra dimension of ollisional
heating and the unusual geometry of the optial/UV and infrared emission from
SQ, this appoah would require a very individualized treatment whih is well be-
yond the sope of this work. We therefore adopt here a hybrid appoah tting just
the MIR/FIR SED with superpositions of dust emission templates where eah tem-
plate is appropriate for spei dust emission regions: HII/photodissoiation regions
(PDR), diuse photon{powered dust emission, AGN torus emission and ollisionally
heated dust embedded in hot X-ray plasma. Eah of these templates is alulated
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self onsistently in terms of physial input parameters as desribed in detail in Set.
3.2. In this approah the amplitude of the HII/PDR template, derived from the
model of Dopita et al. (2005) and Groves et al. (2008) and shown in Fig. 3.7 (left
panel), quanties the obsured omponent of on-going star formation, whereas the
amplitude of the diuse dust emission template (shown in Fig. 3.8) quanties dust
emission powered by longer range photons, to whih older stellar populations an
also ontribute. In the latter ase a family of SEDs is alulated aording to the
strength and olor of the radiation eld, whih are both expeted to vary aording
to radiation transfer eets, and the relative ontribution of young and old stellar
populations. A family of SEDs are also alulated for the ollisionally{heated dust
emission template (Fig. 3.10), orresponding to a range of plasma parameters and
to dierent grain size distributions, thus aounting for the expeted eet of the
plasma on the grain size distribution. For both the photon heated and ollisionally
heated dust emission templates, the stohasti emission from impulsively heated
grains, whih is important to determine the MIR emission, is alulated. In the ase
of the AGN template SED, we have used the existing self-onsistent model of Fritz
et al. (2006) (right panel of Fig. 3.7).
The ts were done by minimizing 
2
for eah soure, dened as:
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where F
obs
i
and 
i
are the observed ux densities and their assoiated unertainties
respetively, and F
model

is the orresponding model predition whih is related to
a given theoretial spetra F

through F
model

= KF

. The olor orretion, K, for
eah Spitzer band is alulated aording to the formulas provided by the IRAC and
MIPS data handbooks:
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where the subsripts 
o
and 
o
refer to the band referene frequeny or wavelength,
R is the instrument spetral response and T
o
= 10; 000 K (these formulas derive
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from the onventions used to alulate the quoted uxes on the Spitzer maps). It is
partiularly important for the 8m band where the emission spetra varies quikly
along the bandwidth beause of PAH line emission. The olor orretion an be up
to 80% at 8m, while it is generally less than 10% for the other bands.
3.1.1 Star formation regions
In this setion, we desribe the SED ts for the star formation regions SQ A, HII
SE, HII SW and SQ B. We tted all the observed SEDs as the superposition of two
omponents. The rst omponent is the PDR/HII region dust emission template,
that helps to t the emission from warm dust loated very lose to young stars. The
seond omponent is the diuse photon heated dust emission template that ts the
emission from diuse dust near star formation regions. This diuse dust is heated by
a ombination of UV photons esaping from the PDR/HII region and any ambient
large sale UV/optial radiation eld pervading the region. We performed the t
varying four free parameters: the amplitude of the HII region/PDR SED template
(determined by the parameter F
HII
24
, the fration of 24m ux ontributed by this
omponent); the diuse dust mass M
dust
; the strength and the olor of the diuse
radiation eld, determined by two parameters, 
isrf
and 
olor
(see Set. 3.2 for
details). As one an notie, there are no degrees of freedom in these ts. Therefore
it is not possible to estimate the goodness of the t (in the sense of the delity
of the model) from a hi-square test. Nonetheless we estimated the error on the
best-t dust masses and total dust luminosities from a multidimensional analysis of

2
near to its minimum 
2
min
. The unertainty on the dust mass is the minimum
dust mass variation that gives 
2
= 
2
  
2
min
values always greater than one,
independently from the values of all the other parameters. The total luminosity
error bar is determined by the lowest and highest values of the total luminosity in
the subspae of tting parameters determined by 
2
 1.
The SED ts are shown in Fig. 3.1 (note that for HII SE and SQ B we used the
160m uxes within the 70m soure size to limit ontamination from neighbours).
Table 3.1 shows the best t parameters, together with the estimate of the unertainty
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on the dust mass, the total infrared dust luminosity and the ontribution to this total
infrared luminosity from optial heating of diuse dust by the diuse radiation eld,
UV heating of diuse dust by the diuse radiation eld and loalized UV heating
of dust in PDR/HII regions. The predited radiation elds needed to aount for
the diuse emission omponent are at least as strong as the loal ISRF in the Milky
Way with a strong variation in olor. From the plots one an see that the 24m
emission is dominated by HII region/PDR emission, as expeted, while 8m and
FIR points are generally dominated by diuse emission. This is onsistent with a
piture where MIR emission is produed by regions very lose to young stars whilst
FIR emission and PAH emission ome from dust illuminated by dilute radiation
elds, as observed in galaxy disks (e.g. Bendo et al. 2008)
3.1.2 AGN galaxy NGC7319
The observed SED of the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC7319 diers markedly from the SEDs
we obtained for the other soures in SQ, for whih the power emitted at 24m is
typially a fator ten or more smaller than that observed at 70 and 160m. For
NGC7319 the amount of energy emitted at MIR wavelengths is omparable to the
FIR luminosity. We rst tried to t the SED of this galaxy using the same HII
region/PDR plus diuse emission omponents as we have done previously for the
star formation regions (we didn't inlude a omponent of synhrotron emission,
originating from the AGN, beause an extrapolation of its infrared luminosity from
the radio measurements of Aoki et al. (1999) gives values whih are six orders of
magnitudes lower than the observed infrared luminosities). The best t is shown
in the left panel of Fig. 3.2. The t tries to reprodue the high 24m ux with
the HII region template but, doing so, ompletely overestimates the 70m ux. A
seond attempt has been performed substituting the HII region/PDR template with
an AGN torus template (Fritz et al. 2006, see Set. 3.2). As one an see from the
right panel of Fig. 3.2, the observed data is reprodued muh better in this ase. Of
ourse the limited number of data points doesn't allow any inferene of the physial
properties of the dusty torus nor provide preise information on the radiation eld.
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Figure 3.1: SEDs of disrete SQ star formation regions: the plotted urves are the
best t SED (solid line), the ontribution from PDR/HII regions (dotted urve) and
diuse dust (dashed line). The values K
8m
; K
24m
; K
70m
; K
160m
, shown in eah
plot of this and the following gures, are the olor orretions applied to eah tted
point.
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Figure 3.2: SED of NGC 7319 performed using two dierent ombinations of tem-
plates. In the left panel, the best t SED (solid line) is alulated using a PDR/HII
region template (dotted line) and a diuse dust omponent (dashed line). In the
right panel the best t is alulated using an AGN torus dust emission template
(dotted) and a diuse dust omponent (dashed).
However the t does provide an indiation that the majority of the 24m emission
in this galaxy is powered diretly by the AGN power law radiation. The tted
parameters and the total dust luminosity derived from the AGN torus plus diuse
emission t are shown in Table 3.1.
3.1.3 Shok region emission
The dust emission SED of the shok region ontains MIR and FIR emission ompo-
nents whih indiate inhomogeneous struture within the emitting region. As one
an see from the middle panels of Fig. 2.4, the emission on the FIR residual maps
shows a rough orrelation with the X-ray emission, espeially near the enter of the
shok ridge, suggesting, as mentioned before in Set. 2.1.1, that ollisional heating
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of dust embedded in the hot (T  3 10
6
K) shoked plasma powers at least some
of the observed emission. However the presene of signiant 8m emission rules
out the possibility that the observed dust emission is purely ollisionally heated be-
ause PAH moleules are not expeted to survive in a medium shoked by a wave
travelling at more than 125 km/s (Mielotta et al., 2010). The PAH emission must
therefore either be physially unrelated to the shok, oming from another region
on the line of sight, or, if assoiated with the shok, belong to older gas phases
embedded in the X-ray plasma. The latter senario would be onsistent with the
detetion of H
2
moleular line (Appleton et al. 2006, Cluver et al. 2010) and H
(Xu et al. 1999) emission from the shok region.
The multiphase nature of the gas in the shok region implies that there are at
least four potential soures of dust emission in this region: (1) diuse dust olli-
sionally heated in hot plasma; (2) dust in a older medium and heated by a diuse
radiation eld; (3) HII/PDR dust emission from optially thik louds with embed-
ded star formation regions and (4) old dust emission from optially thik louds
without embedded star formation.
In pratie, it is not possible to distinguish model preditions for (2) and (4)
over the wavelength range of the urrently available data, sine the only dierene
would orrespond to a very old emission omponent from the interior, self-shielded
regions of the optially thik louds, whih will only beome apparent at longer
submm wavelengths. Therefore, we only onsider expliitly here omponents (1) -
(3), ignoring omponent (4). Furthermore, the four available data points are insuÆ-
ient to simultaneously t these three potential soures of dust emission, espeially
the diuse photon heated and ollisionally heated omponents whih are both pre-
dited to peak at FIR wavelengths. Therefore, we deided to perform the SED t in
two dierent ways orresponding to the two opposite ases, where ollisional heat-
ing is either responsible for the entire FIR emission, or is ompletely negligible. We
followed this approah in order to understand whih mehanism is predominant in
powering the diuse dust emission. First, we tted the shok region SED as a su-
perposition of two omponents: the HII region/PDR template, to t MIR emission
possibly assoiated with star formation regions, and a ollisionally heated dust SED
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template (see Set. 3.2.4). This model is appropriate for the ase where photon
heated diuse FIR emission is negligible ompared to the ollisionally heated dust
emission. Given the plasma physial properties (xed by the X-ray emission, as
desribed in Set. 3.2.4), the free parameters in this t are: the amplitude of the
HII region template and the ollisionally heated dust mass. We performed these ts
for the highest and the lowest densities admitted by the X-ray data, however, the
nal results are quite similar. In the upper panels of Fig. 3.3, we show the best t
obtained for the highest onsidered partile density n = 0:016 m
 3
and tempera-
ture T = 3  10
6
K. As one an see, the ollisionally heated omponent (dashed
urve) is suÆient to reprodue the observed data exept the 8m datum whih,
as already remarked, is too high to be due to PDR/HII regions, requiring a diuse
photon{heated ontribution. The model urve shown (tted, in this ase, just to the
three longer wavelength data points) was alulated assuming a power law grain size
distribution with exponent k = 2:5, the expeted value in the ase of equilibrium
between dust injetion (with a standard k = 3:5 interstellar distribution; Mathis et
al. 1977) and sputtering of grains in hot plasmas (Dwek et al. 1990). The dust mass
required to produe the observed FIR ux densities, for the ase where ollisional
heating rather than diuse photon heating is onsidered, is 2 10
7
M

.
The seond t was performed using the HII region/PDR template and the
photon{heated diuse dust omponent. This ombination of SED templates rep-
resents the ase where the entire emission is powered by photons and ollisional
heating is negligible. Using this ombination of SEDs, one an t all the data
points, inluding the 8m ux. The best-t urve is shown in the lower panels of
Fig. 3.3. In this t, the diuse dust omponent dominates the emission in all the
Spitzer bands, even at 24m, where the ontribution of PDR/HII regions is nor-
mally predominant. The tted parameters are given in Table 3.1. We note that the
diuse radiation elds needed for the t are older than those needed to t the star
formation regions in Set. 3.1.1.
In onlusion, the FIR part of the SED from the shok an be tted by a old
ontinuum omponent either from ollisional heating, whih is old due to the limited
ambient density of plasma partiles and the underabundane of small stohastially
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heated grains, or from photon heating, whih is old due to the low ambient density
of photons oupled with a low UV to optial ratio. The only real disriminant
favouring photon heating would be the 8m emission whih, as a PAH traer, annot
be explained by ollisional heating.
Contamination of the 8m band ux by H
2
moleular line emission
Appleton et al. (2006) and Cluver et al. (2010) showed that the shok region of
SQ emits an unusual ux, given the level of observed star formation, in the form
of H
2
infrared rotational line emission. This H
2
line emission ould also ontribute
to the ooling of the gas, but a omplete explanation of the way the emission is
powered is still proving elusive (see Guillard et al. 2009). From our perspetive,
the infrared lines an be a potential soure of ontamination of the observed 8m
ux. Sine, as we saw above, the 8m ux gives a strong onstraint on the dust
heating mehanism powering the observed infrared ux, it is important to quantify
this ontamination. Speially the H
2
infrared lines falling within the Spitzer 8m
band are H
2
0  0S(4) and H
2
0  0S(5). The total power of these lines in an area
of 2307 ars
2
is 1:66  10
 16
W=m
2
(Table 2 of Cluver et al. 2010, \Main Shok"
region). Saling this value to our integration area (1600
00
), we obtain a total line
emission power, P
8m
H2
= 1:15 10
 16
W=m
2
. The total power (line plus ontinuum)
reeived within the IRAC 8m band is equal to P
8m
tot
=
R

2

1
f

d, where f

is the
reeived signal and 
1
= 3:1  10
13
Hz and 
2
= 4:7  10
13
Hz are, respetively,
the frequenies below and above whih the band response eÆieny is less than 10%
of the maximum. Using the IRAC onvention to alulate the quoted uxes, the
reeived signal an be written as f

= f
8m


8m
= where f
8m

= 8:1 mJy is the
8m ux density we measured for the shok region and 
8m
= 3:8 10
13
Hz. The
result of the integration gives P
8m
tot
= 1:2  10
15
W=m
2
, whih is a fator of ten
higher than P
8m
H2
. Sine the ontamination is small, we didn't apply a orretion to
the measured 8m ux for the shok region.
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Figure 3.3: SED of the shok region. The upper panel shows the t performed
using an PDR/HII region template plus a ollisional heating omponent. The hot
gas parameters adopted to alulate the ollisionally heated dust SED are: n =
0:016 m
 3
and T = 3 10
6
K. The lower panel shows the t performed using the
PDR/HII region template and a uniformly photon{heated dust model.
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3.1.4 Extended emission
In a ompletely analogous way as for the shok region emission, we tried to model the
observed extended emission SED by inluding a ollisionally heated dust emission
omponent. This is motivated by the fat that the FIR residual maps show the
presene of extended emission in the area of the main part of the X-ray halo emission
(the so alled \HALO" in Trinhieri et al. 2005). In the upper panels of Fig. 3.4 we
show the SED t performed adding two omponents: HII regions plus ollisionally
heated dust emission. In this t the adopted plasma physial parameters, derived in
Set. 3.2.4, are n = 0:001 m
 3
and T = 6 10
6
K and we again assumed k = 2:5.
Using this ombination of SEDs, one an roughly reprodue the SED longward of
24m, but the ollisionally heated omponent dominates only the 160m ux. The
dust mass inferred from this t (onstrained, as in the ase for the model t to the
shok SED inorporating ollisional heating, only by the three longer wavelength
points) is 1:0 10
8
M

.
In the lower panel of Fig. 3.4, we show the t performed adding HII region
and diuse photon heated emission. As before for the shok region, using these two
omponents one an t the entire spetra inluding the 8m point. In this t HII
region emission dominates at 24 and 70m while the diuse emission is responsible
for the 8 and 160m uxes. The tted parameters are shown in Table 3.1. As for
the shok emission, we note that the extended emission omponent requires a very
old FIR omponent from the t even though, observationally speaking, this is a
somewhat less robust onlusion sine it really needs to be onrmed with longer
wavelength photometry.
3.1.5 Foreground galaxy NGC7320
For the SED t of the foreground galaxy NGC7320, we used again the usual om-
bination of PDR/HII regions plus diuse photon heated dust emission omponents.
The best t is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.5. The relative ontribution of HII
regions to the 24m ux is redued ompared to the star formation regions, whose
SED ts have been shown before. This might be physially understandable sine,
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Figure 3.4: SED of the extended emission. The upper panel shows the t performed
using a PDR/HII region template plus a ollisional heating omponent. The hot
gas parameters adopted to alulate the ollisionally heated dust SED are: n =
0:001 m
 3
and T = 6 10
6
K. The lower panel shows the t performed using the
HII region template and a uniformly photon{heated dust model.
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in this ase, we are tting the emission of a galaxy as a whole, inluding all the dif-
fuse interstellar medium ontaining small dust partiles whose stohastially heated
emission an aount for a major part of the total MIR emission (e.g. Popesu et
al. 2000).
3.1.6 Infrared soure north of NGC7319 (HII{N)
We attempted to t the observed emission for this soure with a ombination of
PDR/HII regions plus diuse photon{heated dust emission. However, this soure
shows a very peuliar MIR to FIR ratio and, as a onsequene, we have not managed
to t the entire spetra. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.5, the FIR points are
highly underestimated by the best t urve. If no systemati errors are present in
our measurements, it might be that this soure is a distant bakground soure and
its intrinsi olors are heavily redshifted. The high resolution HST maps of SQ (see
Fig. 3.6) show at the position of HII N a rather red galaxy, whose spiral struture
is barely visible. The red optial olor of this galaxy is onsistent with it being a
possible bakground soure. The real nature of this soure an be determined by
measuring the redshift diretly from a spetra of this soure and/or by searhing at
longer wavelengths for a ounterpart whose dust emission SED peaks deep in the
submillimeter regime.
3.2 Dust SED templates and models
As it has been shown in the previous setion, in order to t the observed soure
SEDs, we needed to model the dust emission from several environments: dust in
PDR/HII regions, dust heated by diuse radiation elds, dust in AGN tori and
ollisionally heated dust embedded in hot plasmas. In this setion, we desribe the
harateristis of the SEDs we used to model the emission from eah of these regions.
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Figure 3.5: SED of NGC7320 and HII N: the plotted urves are the best t SED
(solid line), the ontribution from PDR/HII regions (dotted urve) and diuse dust
(dashed line).
Figure 3.6: Extration from HST high resolution olor map of SQ showing the
optial ounterpart of the infrared soure HII N.
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SQ A 0:6
+0:1
 0:2
2 2 0:65 (HII) 0:45 0:61 0:36 1:4
+0:2
 0:1
HII SE 7318b 0:22
+0:04
 0:05
2 0:25 0:86(HII) 0:42 0:10 0:12 0:64
+0:06
 0:06
HII SW 7318b 0:11
+0:01
 0:01
4 1 0:50 (HII) 0:08 0:14 0:12 0:34
+0:03
 0:01
SQ B 0:37
+0:09
 0:04
1 4 0:80 (HII) 0:31 0:28 0:10 0:70
+0:02
 0:03
NGC7319 2:7
+0:4
 0:4
2 4 0:90 (AGN) 4:13 4:01 1:47 9:6
+0:3
 0:3
NGC7320 0:08
+0:02
 0:01
1 4 0:45 (HII) 0:014 0:059 0:021 0:094
+0:005
 0:002
shok region 4:4
+0:5
 1
0:3 4 0:35 (HII) 0:14 1:00 0:37 1:5
+0:1
 0:3
Extended emission 47
+3
 4
0:1 1 0:71(HII) 1:71 1:56 1:30 4:6
+0:2
 0:5
Table 3.1: Results from the infrared SED tting. Col1: Fitted soure; ol2: Cold omponent dust mass; ol3-4: Radiation
eld 
isrf
and 
olor
parameters (see Set. 3.2); ol5: Fration of 24m ux ontributed by HII regions or AGN torus
templates; ol6: Luminosity of dust in PDR/HII regions or in AGN torus in the ase of NGC7319; ol7: Luminosity of
diuse dust powered by the absorption of optial photons of the diuse radiation eld; ol8: Luminosity of diuse dust
powered by the absorption of UV photons of the diuse radiation eld; ol9: Total dust luminosity.
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Figure 3.7: PDR/HII region dust emission template (left panel) and AGN torus
dust emission template (right panel)
3.2.1 Dust in PDR/HII regions
Dust in HII regions and photodissoiation regions (PDR), lose to young stars, is
warm and emits predominantly in the MIR. To model its emission, we used an
SED template derived by the tting of Milky Way star formation region infrared
emission with the theoretial model of Groves et al. (2008). The Galati star
formation regions onsidered are the radio{seleted sample of Conti et al. (2004).
The template is the average tted spetra of the observed emission from these regions
and it is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.7. Further details an be found in Popesu
& Tus 2010.
3.2.2 Dust heated by diuse radiation elds
To t the diuse dust emission, we reated a grid of theoretial SEDs of emission
from dust heated by a uniform radiation eld. The ode we used to alulate dust
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emission, developed by Joerg Fishera (details will be given in Fishera et al. (2010),
in preparation), assumes a dust omposition inluding graphite, siliates, iron and
PAH moleules. The abundanes and size distributions are the same as in Table
2 of Fishera et al. (2008). Dust emission is alulated taking into aount the
stohasti temperature utuations of dust grains following the numerial method
desribed by Guhathakurta et al. (1989), ombined with the step-wise analytial
solution of Voit (2005). We reated the set of SEDs by varying the intensity and the
olor of the radiation eld heating the dust and keeping the dust omposition xed.
The standard shape of the radiation eld spetra, adopted by the dust emission
ode, is that derived by Mathis et al. (1983) to model the loal Galati ISRF. In
this spetrum, the stellar ontribution onsists of four omponents: a UV emission
from early type stars plus three blakbody urves at temperatures T
2
= 7500 K,
T
3
= 4000 K and T
4
= 3000 K used to reprodue, respetively, the emission from
young/old disk stars and Red Giants. Eah blakbody urve is multiplied by a
dilution fator W
i
that denes its intensity. The whole spetrum is multiplied by a
parameter, 
isrf
, whose value is unity when the spetrum intensity is the same as in
the loal radiation eld. In order to onsider dierent olors of the radiation eld, we
dened a seond parameter, 
olor
, that multiplies only the blakbody urves used to
model the old disk population and the Red Giant emission (blakbody temperatures
T
3
and T
4
). For a range of values of 
isrf
(0.1,0.3,0.5,1,2,4) and 
olor
(0.25,0.5,1,2,4),
we alulated the orresponding dust emission and reated the set of models for the
SED t. The result of inreasing the 
isrf
value is that the overall intensity of the
radiation eld is higher and, therefore, the equilibrium dust temperature is higher,
leading to a warmer emission in the FIR (see left panel of Fig. 3.8). A value of 
olor
higher than unity inreases the relative ontribution of the old stellar emission,
whih peaks in the optial range. These wavelengths are more eÆiently absorbed
by big grains than by PAH moleules (and small grains). As a onsequene, by
varying this parameter, one modies the ratio between the peak intensity in the
FIR, produed by big grains and the peak intensity at 8m, due to PAH moleules
whih are mainly heated by UV photons (see right panel of Fig. 3.8). A similar
eet would have also been produed by varying the relative abundane of PAH
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Figure 3.8: Diuse photon heated dust SEDs for dierent hoies of 
isrf
and 
olor
.
In the left panel the SEDs are alulated assuming 
olor
= 1 and several values
of 
isrf
(the higher urves orrespond to higher values of 
isrf
). In the right panel
we assumed 
isrf
= 1 and dierent values of 
olor
(similarly, the higher urves
orrespond to higher values of 
olor
). The SEDs are alulated assuming a distane
equal to 94 Mp (SQ distane) and a dust mass M
d
= 10
7
M

.
moleules and solid grains.
3.2.3 Dust emission from AGN torus
We seleted a theoretial dusty torus SED between those reated by Feltre et al.
(2010), in preparation, using the model presented by Fritz et al. (2006). In this
model, the harateristi of the torus, supposed to be homogeneous, are dened by
several parameters (see Fig. 3.9): opening angle, external to internal radius ratio,
the equatorial optial depth at 9:7m ((9:7m) and two parameters,  and , whih
determine the radial and the angular density prole respetively aording to the
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Figure 3.9: AGN torus model from Fritz et al. (2006)
formula (r; ) = r
 
e
 jos()j
, where r is the radial oordinate and  is the angle
between a volume element and the equatorial plane (note that  is determined by
the torus optial depth). We seleted a model with a large opening angle (140
Æ
),
with an angular gradient in the density prole ( = 0,  = 6), external to internal
radius ratio equal to 30 and equatorial optial depth (9:7m) = 6. The hosen
parameters are well within the range of values found by Fritz et al. (2006) from the
tting of a sample of Seyfert2 galaxies. We then extrated the output SED in the
equatorial view, aording to the Seyfert 2 lassiation of NGC 7319, whih is the
AGN galaxy in SQ. The extrated SED is the template we used for tting the AGN
torus emission and it is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.7.
3.2.4 Dust heated by ollisions in X-ray plasmas
Finally, we needed to model the emission from ollisionally heated dust. For this,
we used a ode, reated by J.Fishera, based on the works by Guhathakurta et al.
(1989) and Voit (2005) for alulating the stohastial heating and using the results
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of Draine et al. (1979) and Dwek (1987) to determine the heating rates due to ol-
lisional heating. Dust omposition is assumed to be a mix of graphite (47%) and
siliates (53%). PAH moleules are not inluded but sine they have an extremely
small destrution time sale when embedded in hot plasmas with T > 10
6
K, their
abundane is expeted to be negligible. In order to perform the alulations, one
needs to speify the physial properties of the plasma, i.e. the density, temperature
and metalliity. The exat value of metalliity is not important beause dust is pre-
dominantly heated by ollisions with eletrons, provided mainly by ionized hydrogen
and helium. Plasma temperature and density are derived from the X-ray data (see
below). An important phenomena that should be taken into aount while preparing
the SED models is dust destrution due to sputtering (Draine et al. 1979). Beause
the eÆieny of sputtering depends on the grain size, we expet that the size distri-
bution of grains in hot plasmas is dierent from that of dust in the old ISM, typiall
assumed to be n(a) / a
 k
with k = 3:5 (Mathis et al. 1977). Therefore, we reated
a set of SEDs varying: 1) the plasma's physial parameters (see Table 3.2), and 2)
the exponent, k, of the size distribution in the range [1; 3:5℄. A k value lower than
3:5 implies that the relative number of big grains is higher ompared to the standard
size distribution. Sine the destrution time sale due to dust sputtering is diretly
proportional to the grain size (Draine et al. 1979), a higher relative abundane of big
grains is indeed expeted in hot plasmas. One the heating rates due to ollisions
are xed, a hange in k modies the olor of the emitted radiation (see Fig. 3.10).
This happens beause big grains are generally older than small grains, and do not
provide warm dust emission due to stohasti heating. Therefore, hanging their
relative abundane, one an obtain older or warmer SEDs.
X-ray plasma temperature and density in SQ Shok and Halo regions
As we mentioned before, the hot plasma physial parameters, needed for the al-
ulation of the emission SED from ollisionally heated dust, in both the shok and
halo gas, are derived from the X-ray emission. The temperatures harateristi of
the plasma have been obtained by Trinhieri et al. (2005) tting XMM-NETWON
X-ray data and quoted in their Table 3. They tted the soure X-ray spetra with
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Figure 3.10: Theoretial ollisionally heated dust SEDs for several values of the
size distribution exponent k. From the lowest to the highest urve the k values
are respetively 1; 1:5; 2; 2:5; 3; 3:5; 4; 4:5. The SEDs are alulated assuming for the
plasma density and temperature n
H
= 0:01 m
 3
and T = 3 10
6
K respetively, a
dust mass M
d
= 10
7
M

and a distane equal to 94 Mp.
two temperature plasma models. The tted older omponent is predominant for
the shok region and has a temperature T  3  10
6
K that we assumed to al-
ulate the dust emission. For the halo region, the two plasma omponents have
similar luminosities. In this ase, we assumed the average value T = 6  10
6
K
for the dust emission alulation (the tted temperatures are T
1
= 3:5  10
6
K
and T
2
= 8:8  10
6
K). The plasma densities have been derived from the X-ray
luminosity, whih an be expressed as:
L = n
t
n
e
(T )V; (3.4)
where n
t
and n
e
are the ion and the eletron number densities respetively, (T )
is the ooling funtion and V is the volume of the X-ray emitting plasma. From
given L, (T ) and V , one an alulate the gas density n = (n
t
n
e
)
0:5
by inverting
eq.3.4. Given the plasma temperatures found by Trinhieri et al. (2005), we derived
(T ) by interpolating the CIE urve alulated by Sutherland et al. (1993) at two
dierent metalliities orresponding to 100% and 30% the solar metalliity. Then
we assumed for the shok gas an emitting volume equal to the projeted shok
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Soure Z 
 los=R n M
gas
(Z

)

10
 23
erg m
3
s

(kp) (m
 3
) (10
9
M

)
SHOCK 1 3:82 5 0:012 0:65
SHOCK 1 3:82 10 0:009 0:92
SHOCK 1 3:82 20 0:006 1:30
SHOCK 1 3:82 40 0:004 1:84
SHOCK 0:3 1:92 5 0:018 0:92
SHOCK 0:3 1:92 10 0:012 1:30
SHOCK 0:3 1:92 20 0:009 1:83
SHOCK 0:3 1:92 40 0:006 2:60
HALO 1 2:54 40 0:0011 10:4
HALO 0:3 1:39 40 0:0016 14:4
Table 3.2: X-ray gas parameters for the shok and halo omponents assuming dif-
ferent gas metalliity or emission volumes. Col1: Soure; ol2: assumed metalliity;
ol3: ooling rate; ol4: line of sight depth (for the shok), or sphere radius (for the
halo); ol5: gas number density dened as n = (n
t
n
e
)
1=2
; ol6: gas mass.
ridge area (A = 330 kp
2
) multiplied by a parametrized line of sight depth, l,
and for the halo, we adopted an emitting sphere of radius 40 kp orresponding
to 90
00
at 94 Mp distane. The luminosity values we used are those inferred by
Trinhieri et al. (2005) (L
shok
X
 2:4  10
41
erg=s and L
halo
X
 2:3  10
41
erg=s),
properly saled to the dierent assumed distane (85 Mp in Trinhieri et al. 2005
vs 94 Mp here). The results for dierent hoies of emitting volumes and metalliity
are shown in Table 3.2. For the shok region plasma we obtained densities in the
range 4   18  10
 3
m
 3
. As expeted, the minimum density is obtained for
higher metalliity (that is higher ) and largest volume, while the maximum density
orresponds to lower metalliity (lower ) and smallest volume. For the halo gas,
the inferred densities are 1:110
 4
and 1:610
 4
m
 3
for Z = Z

and Z = 0:3 Z

respetively.
Chapter 4
Star formation and AGN dust
emission in SQ
4.1 Introdution
If one were to view SQ at a greater distane suh that the group would appear as a
point{like soure to Spitzer (i.e. at a redshift of & 0:5  2, in the main star-forming
epoh of the Universe, and also the epoh when galaxy groups were rst forming),
one would not regard this as a partiularly unusual infrared soure. On the basis
of the shape of the total dust emission SED, plotted as the blak urve in Fig. 4.1,
the only noteworthy points would be the quite warm MIR olours and moderately
high FIR luminosities whih would most likely lead our hypothetial observer to
onlude that this soure had an AGN, possibly ombined with a mild starburst.
In this he would be at least in part orret, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 by the urves
representing the onstituent emission omponents from the AGN galaxy (red), from
star formation regions (blue) and the emission from X-ray emitting regions (green),
where one an immediately see the high relative ontributions of the AGN galaxy to
the 8m and 24m emission, respetively  50% and  70%. In the FIR, although
the AGN galaxy is still the most luminous individual soure, there is emission at a
omparable level from the ombination of the distributed star-formation regions in
SQ and the infrared ounterparts of the X-ray emitting shok and halo strutures;
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the ombined FIR/submm SED resembles that of star-forming galaxies, with an
amplitude similar to that of the loal starburst galaxy M82. However our analysis
of the spatially resolved strutures has shown that the harateristis of infrared
emission in SQ are the very opposite of a nulear starburst, with the star-formation
ativity enhaned in regions far away from the main bodies of the galaxies.
In the following Set.4.2 and 4.3 we quantify the star formation rates in the
several regions of SQ, together with the related gas masses, and we disuss to what
extent the nature of the distributed star formation in SQ may dier from the star
formation in the disks of individual galaxies, in terms of soures of gas and the star
formation eÆieny for the group as a whole. In Set.4.4 we disuss the nature of
the infrared emission from NGC7319, the only galaxy of the group showing FIR
emission enhaned towards the galaxy entral regions, and the role of its AGN in
powering suh emission. In the next hapter we'll disuss to whih extent ollisional
heating of grains in the IGM of SQ may be ooling the IGM and thus ontributing
to the fuelling of the observed star formation.
4.2 Quantifying star formation rates and gas masses
in SQ
4.2.1 Star formation rates
The measurements of UV, reombination line and dust emission from soures in
SQ an in priniple be used to derive star formation rates (SFR), provided proper
aount is taken of the absorption of the UV/optial photons by dust and sub-
sequent re-emission in the MIR/FIR spetral regimes. Several authors have pro-
vided empirially{based relations ahieving this for spiral galaxies on sales of kp.
Calzetti et al. (2007) presented an H luminosity based star formation rate relation:
SFR(M

yr
 1
) = 5:3 10
 42
[L(H

)
obs
+ (0:031 0:006)L(24m)℄. In this relation
the 24m luminosity is used to estimate the H luminosity obsured by dust. Bigiel
et al. (2008) ombined GALEX FUV and Spitzer 24m uxes to obtain SFR per
unit area maps of a sample of spiral galaxies. Similarly to Calzetti et al. (2007), they
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Figure 4.1: SED of the total SQ dust emission. The plotted points are the sum of the
uxes of all the dust emitting soures in SQ: the disrete soures SQ{A, HII{SE, HII{
SW, SQ{B, the AGN galaxy NGC7319, the shok region and the extended emission
(the applied olor orretions are: 0:62 (8m), 0:97 (24m), 0:90 (70m) and 0:97
(160m)). The plotted urves are the total emission SED (blak), the disrete star
formation region total SED (blue), the AGN galaxy NGC7319 SED (red) and the X-
ray emitting region total SED (green). All the SEDs representing the total emission
from more soures are derived summing the tted SEDs as desribed in Set.3.1.
In the ase of the X-ray emitting region SED, we ombined the SED ts for the
shok region and the extended emission performed using purely photon{heated dust
emission omponents (see Set.3.1.3 and 3.1.4).
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used a UV SFR alibration and they used the 24m ux to measure the obsured
UV ux.
Simple appliation of the Calzetti relation to SQ is hampered by the lak of
pure measurement of H emission driven by star formation. As one an see from
Figs. 5 from Sulenti et al. (2001) (reprodued in Fig. 1.8 of this thesis), the shok
region H emission shows a diuse omponent that reets the north{south ridge
seen in the soft X-ray regime. This diuse H emission annot be onsidered for
SFR measurements beause, as demonstrated by Xu et al. (2003) from spetral line
analysis, the H emission in the shok region is dominated by shok{exitation
rather than star formation. In addition, it is not lear that the semi{empirial
relations derived for spiral galaxies should apply to the soures in SQ.
Therefore, we adopted a new approah, using only observational indiators of
star formation ativity available for all soures in SQ, and utilizing the results of the
ts to the dust emission SEDs given in Set. 3.1. Our method to estimate SFRs is
based on a UV{SFR alibration. Speially we adopted the alibration by Salim
et al. (2007):
SFR
UV
= 1:08 10
 28
F
UV
M

=yr (4.1)
where F
UV
is the FUV luminosity density in units of erg/s/Hz whih would be
observed in the GALEX FUV band in the absene of dust. F
UV
an be written as:
F
UV
= F
diret
UV
+ F
abs;loal
UV
+ F
abs;diuse
UV
(4.2)
where F
diret
UV
is the diretly observed unabsorbed omponent of FUV luminosity
density, F
abs;loal
UV
is the FUV luminosity density loally absorbed by dust in star
formation regions and F
abs;diuse
UV
is the FUV luminosity density absorbed by dust in
the diuse medium surrounding the star formation regions.
We measured F
diret
UV
for eah soure by performing aperture photometry on the
GALEX FUV map in a ompletely analogous way to the photometry we performed
on the Spitzer MIR maps, inluding the onstrution of the urve of growth after
masking the galaxies NGC7319 and NGC7320 and the star formation regions (see
Fig. 2.9). The nal ux densities, shown in ol. 4 of Table 4.1, inlude the or-
retion for Galati foreground extintion (E(B   V ) = 0:079, Shlegel et al. 1998;
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A(FUV ) = 8:24  E(B   V ), Wyder et al. 2007). Values for the obsured emission
omponents F
abs;loal
UV
and F
abs;diuse
UV
were extrated from the ts to the dust emission
SEDs by noting that the total infrared luminosity emitted by dust and powered by
UV photons an be written as:
L
dust;UV
= L
abs;loal
UV
+ L
abs;diuse
UV
(4.3)
where L
abs;loal
UV
is the luminosity of dust emission in star formation regions, domi-
nated by UV photon heating, and L
abs;diuse
UV
is the part of the diuse dust luminosity
powered by UV photons, respetively tabulated in ols. 6 and 8 of Table 3.1. Sine
the intrinsi SEDs of the young stellar population are rather at at UV wavelengths
(Kenniutt et al. 1998), it then follows that:
F
abs;loal
UV
=
L
abs;loal
UV
(UV )
(4.4)
and
F
abs;diuse
UV
=
L
abs;diuse
UV
(UV )
(4.5)
where   1:8  10
15
Hz is the UV frequeny width. The total obsured UV
luminosity density F
abs
UV
= F
abs;loal
UV
+ F
abs;diuse
UV
and SFRs are shown in ols. 6 and
7 of Table 4.1.
As a hek of the onsisteny between our method to derive star formation rates
and the H   24m SFR relation of Calzetti et al. (2007), we used the latter to
derive SFR for the ompat star formation regions in SQ whih are the objets losest
resembling galaxian star formation regions. The H uxes have been measured on
the interferene lter maps published in Xu et al. (1999) while the 24m uxes are
those derived by aperture photometry (Set. 2.2.1). The results are shown in ols.
2 and 3 of Table 4.1. As one an see omparing ols. 3 and 7 of that table, the SFR
inferred with our method are onsistent with the results found using the Calzetti
relation (exept for HII SW but in that ase the SED tting was performed without
varying 
olor
beause of the non detetion of the soure at 160m.)
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2
Soure L(H)
a
SFR
H
F
diret
UV
L
dust;UV
F
abs
UV
SFR
UV
SFR
UV
=A (HI) (H2) (H
+
) Z
d
b
(10
40
erg
s
) (
M

yr
) (10
27
erg
s Hz
) (10
42
erg
s
) (10
27
erg
s Hz
) (
M

yr
) (10
 3
M

yr kp
2
) (
M

p
2
) (
M

p
2
) (
M

p
2
)
SQ A 9: 2 0:7 0:2 2:75 8:09 4:49 0:78 6:4 7:9 6:0 - 0:002
HII SE 6:6 1:5 0:5 0:1 2:32 5:44 3:02 0:58 5:8 < 0:40
3
- - -
HII SW 3:9 0:5 0:2 0:04 2:11 1:99 1:10 0:35 5:5 3:2 < 1:7

- -
SQ B 1:3 0:3 0:2 0:05 0:31 4:18 2:32 0:28 2:7 5:2 4:0 - 0:002
NGC7319 - - 2:01 - - & 0:22 - - - - -
Shok - - 6:98 5:09 2:83 1:05 3:1 - 9:1 3:0 0:007
Extended - - 22:7 30:21 16:78 4:26 1:0 - - 2:4 0:01
Table 4.1: Measured optial{UV luminosities, star formation rates and gas amount for the deteted SQ dust emitting soures.
Col1: soure name; ol2: H luminosity; ol3: star formation rate derived from the H and 24m luminosity using the relation
given by Calzetti et al.07; ol4: observed GALEX FUV luminosity density orreted for Galati extintion; ol5: UV powered
infrared dust luminosity; ol6: absorbed UV luminosity density derived by dividing the UV powered dust luminosity L
dust;UV
by
(UV ) = 1:8 10
15
Hz; ol7: SFR based on the inferred total (obsured and unobsured) UV luminosity density, using the relation
by Salim et al.07; ol8: star formation rates in ol7 divided by the projeted emission area; ol9: average neutral hydrogen mass
olumn density; ol10: average moleular hydrogen mass olumn density; ol11: average X-ray emitting plasma mass olumn density;
ol12: dust to gas ratio Z
d
(note that for eah soure only the orresponding available gas masses are onsidered for the estimate of
Z
d
)
a
We measured the H

uxes from the interferene lter maps published in Xu et al.1999. The quoted ux unertainties are the
quadrati sum of bakground utuations and ux alibration unertainty ( 10%).
b
The dust to gas ratio is equal to Z
d
= M
d
=(1:4 M
gas
) where M
d
is the dust mass inferred by the SED t, M
gas
is equal to
N(H) R
2
with R = FWHM(rad) distane the soure size as derived from the 70m soure t (the fator 1:4 is applied to
take into aount the ontribution from noble gasses).

The value of (HI) for HII SE is an upper limit beause HI is not deteted at that position on the maps by Williams et al.02. No
value is given for (H2) beause the area wasn't observed by Lisenfeld et al.2002. The value of (H2) for HII SW is an upper
limit beause CO has not been deteted at that position.
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4.2.2 Gas Masses
In the absene of a homogeneous set of observations of gas traers for the gas phases
of interest, namely HI, H2 and X-ray emitting plasma, we proeeded dierently
for the several soures in determining gas masses. For the star formation regions
SQ A, HII SE, HII SW and SQ B we measured gas mass olumn densities from
the HI map published by Williams et al. (2002), shown in Fig. 2.1, and the CO
pointed observations of Lisenfeld et al. (2002), whose distribution on the SQ eld
is shown in Fig. 4.2. Speially, we measured the average atomi and moleular
hydrogen olumn density in the observed areas lose to the position of the starburst
regions. The inferred gas mass olumn densities are shown in ol. 9 and 10 of
Table 4.1 (note that for some values only upper limits are available and no CO
observation are available for HII SE). Gas in the shok region is mainly in the form
of X-ray emitting plasma and moleular gas (Guillard et al. 2009). From the X-
ray luminosities, measured by Trinhieri et al. (2005), we determine the X-ray gas
mass M
X
 10
9
M

(see Set. 3.2.4 for details). Dividing the total gas mass by
the physial area overed by the shok (330kp
2
), we obtained the hot gas mass
surfae density shown in ol. 11 of Table 4.1. To determine the moleular gas mass
surfae density, we measured the average of several observed positions within the
shok area on the CO maps by Lisenfeld et al. (2002) to obtain (H
2
) = 9 M

=p
2
.
As one an see from Fig. 4.2, most of the observations were performed in the upper
part of the shok region. Guillard et al. (2010) and Appleton et al. (2006) found
that the old and warm moleular gas surfae mass densities in the entral parts of
the shok region are respetively equal to 5 M

=p
2
and 3:2 M

=p
2
. Interestingly
enough, the sum of these two values is very lose to the old moleular gas surfae
density measured in the upper parts of the shok region. For the extended emission,
the measurement of the orresponding neutral and moleular gas masses annot be
realistially performed beause the extended emission over irregular parts of the
large HI distribution in SQ and there are no CO observations overing the whole
group with enough sensitivity to detet a plausible extended moleular hydrogen
distribution. The measurement of the orresponding X-ray emitting gas mass is
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Figure 4.2: Fig. 1 from Lisenfeld et al. (2002) showing the positions of the CO
observations presented in that paper
instead rather straightforward sine it an be derived from the X-ray Halo luminosity,
as for the shok region (Set. 3.2.4). Dividing the total X-ray gas mass by the
projeted X-ray halo emission area (a irle of radius  40 kp), we determined the
hot gas mass surfae density shown in ol. 11 of Table 4.1.
4.3 Star formation in SQ
The results of the SED tting to the onstituent omponents of SQ (Set. 3.1) in-
diate that star formation ativity and photons from old stars are the major agents
powering the observed global dust emission from the group, supplemented by pho-
tons produed by the aretion ows in the AGN and possibly, in the ase of the
X-ray emitting regions, by ollisional heating. In our quantitative disussion of
star formation ativity in SQ we will adopt an initial working hypothesis that the
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ollisional heating mehanism is minor ompared with photon heating in the X-
ray soures. We will srutinized this hyphothesis in detail in Chapter 5.1, where
we disuss physial onstraints of the fration of the infrared emission that an be
ollisionally powered.
Under this working hypothesis we an gather together the information from
Table 4.1 to obtain a total global star formation rate of 7:5 M

=yr for SQ in its
entirety. This global star formation rate doesn't seem partiularly disrepant from
that typially found for most of the galaxies of similar mass in the loal Universe
that are learly not so strongly interating as SQ galaxies. Using the empirial
relation between galaxy stellar mass and SFR for eld galaxies shown in Fig. 17 of
Brinhmann et al. (2004) (here reprodued in Fig. 4.3) we an estimate the typial
SFR of galaxies having the same stellar mass of SQ galaxies, of order of  10
11
M

(see Table 4.2). For this value of the stellar mass, the mode of the distribution
is at SFR  1 M

=yr. Therefore, the typial total star formation rate predited
for four galaxies of the same mass as SQ galaxies is  4 M

=yr, omparable with
the value we have measured. Thus it seems that the star formation eÆieny of
SQ in relation to eld galaxies is largely independent of whether the gas is inside
or outside the main stellar disk. In fat, of the total global star formation rate
of 7:5 M

=yr for SQ, 2:2 and 5:3 M

=yr an respetively be asribed to the SED
omponents for star formation regions and X-ray soures in Fig. 4.1. This is a very
remarkable result indiating, as it does, that the bulk of star formation ativity in
SQ is apparently assoiated with X-ray emitting strutures, ourring far away from
the galaxy enters, either at the peripheries of the galaxies or in the intergalati
medium. Furthermore, the total extragalati SFR is well in exess of the SFRs of
the previously studied individual examples of extragalati ompat star formation
regions, SQ A and SQ B.
To quantify the eÆieny of star formation in the various omponents of SQ in
relation to that of the disks of individual galaxies, we plotted in Fig. 4.4 the SFR per
unit area for dust emission soures in SQ as a funtion of the gas mass surfae density.
On the same diagram, as referene, we plotted the relations found by Kenniutt et al.
(2007) (K07) and Bigiel et al. (2008) (B08) for star formation regions inside nearby
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Figure 4.3: Figure 17 from Brinhmann et al. (2004) showing the relation between
SFR and stellar mass as found in that paper. The ontours show the onditional
likelihood of SFR given a stellar mass. The red line shows the average at a given
stellar mass, whereas the blue line shows the mode of the distribution. The dashed
lines show the limits ontaining 95 per ent of the galaxies at a given stellar mass.
spiral galaxies. This gure shows a wide range of star formation eÆienies, whih
we disuss below for eah of the strutural omponents, with speial emphasis on
the extended omponent of star formation whih dominates the global SF ativity
in SQ.
4.3.1 Disrete Star Formation Regions
Fig. 4.4 shows that SQ A and SQ B, have star formation rates very similar to those
observed for galaxian regions with the same gas olumn density, despite their being
loated well outside the galaxies of the group. The situation is however dierent
for the other two bright star formation regions, HII SE and HII SW, whih present
muh higher SFRs than those predited by the plotted relations. This might in
priniple be due to a more eÆient mode of star formation happening in those
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Figure 4.4: Star formation rate per unit area 
SFR
(M

=yr=kp
2
) vs total gas mass
surfae density 
H
(M

=p
2
) for dust emission soures in SQ. The plotted lines
are the relations found by Kenniutt et al.07 and Biegiel et al.08. The arrows
pointing towards right/left for some of the plotted measurements indiate that the
orresponding 
H
value is a lower/upper limit (see Table 4.1). In the ase of the
shok region point, whose 
H
value is the sum of both old and hot gas omponents,
a bar extends towards the left until the point where 
H
orresponds to the old gas
mass surfae density for this soure.
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Soure g r M
1

NGC7319 13.58 12.83 1.6
NGC7318a 15.00 14.06 0.8
NGC7318b 13.31 12.55 2.1
NGC7317 14.58 13.78 0.8
Table 4.2: Galaxy optial photometry and stellar masses. Col1: soure name; ol2-3:
SDSS g and r apparent magnitudes; ol4: galaxy stellar mass (10
11
M

)
1
The stellar mass has been estimated using one of the relations given by Bell et
al. 2003 to alulate the stellar mass to luminosity ratio from SDSS magnitudes:
log
10
(M=L
g
) =  0:499 + 1:519 (g   r) (note that M=L
g
is in solar units)
regions, partiularly in the ase of HII SE, whih has an HI gas exhaustion timesale
equal to 7 10
7
yr. It would be of interest to aquire more omplete information on
the gas ontent of these soures to further investigate this onjeture.
An alternative explanation for the high SFR found in HII SE and HII SW is that
there is an additional omponent of UV emission produed by the radiative ooling
of shoked gas. These UV photons, unrelated to star formation phenomena, an in
priniple ontaminate the UV ux measurement but also power part of the observed
dust emission, thus leading to an overestimation of the SFR. Optial spetra of these
regions show evidenes of line shok exitation (P.-A. Du, private ommuniation),
therefore one annot rule out this possibility.
4.3.2 Star formation assoiated with the Shok
The average SFR in the shok region (3:1 10
 3
M

=yr=kp
2
) seems to be well in
agreement with the empirial SFR{gas surfae density relation in Fig. 4.4. Thus, at
rst sight, the shok does not seem to have had muh eet on the star formation
ativity in the stripped interstellar gas, neither triggering enhaned star formation
through shok{ompression of dense louds of gas, nor suppressing star formation
through heating and dispersion of the louds. The observational situation is however
omplex in that the star formation observed towards this region ould be happening
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inside the extended features onneted with the inoming galaxy NGC7318b, seen
through, but not obviously physially o-existent with the shok region. This is
supported by the loal morphology of the UV and MIR emission that seems to
follow the optial shape of the intruder, instead of showing a linear north{south
ridge resembling the shoked gas emission morphology. These two senarios ould
in priniple be ombined sine the ISM of the intruder galaxy has presumably been
shoked as well and this ould have triggered the observed star formation out of
the gas assoiated with the intruder galaxy. In addition, it is oneivable that some
fration of the UV luminosity, albeit probably a minority, ould be due to gas ooling
rather than from massive stars.
It is also of interest to ompare our onstraints on the SFR in the shok re-
gion with the luminosity of the radio synhrotron emission from the shoked gas.
Traditionally radio synhrotron measurements are ompared to infrared emission
measurements in the ontext of the radio{FIR orrelation for individual galaxies,
for whih we use here the relation given by Pierini et al. (2003):
log L
1:4 GHz
= 1:10 log L
FIR
  18:53 (4.6)
where L
1:4 GHz
is the luminosity at  = 1:4 GHz in units of W Hz
 1
and L
FIR
is the
total FIR luminosity in units of W . We used the relation from Pierini et al. (2003)
sine it was derived from data overing old dust emission longwards of > 100m,
where, as in the ase for the SQ shok region, most of the power is radiated. Using
the value we measured for the shok region FIR luminosity, L(FIR) = 1:510
36
W,
we obtain for the predited radio luminosity L
1:4 GHz
= 1:810
21
W Hz. This value is
20 times smaller than the radio luminosity derived from the radio measurement in Xu
et al. 03: L
1:4 GHz
= 3:710
22
W Hz, thus lending further support to the hypothesis
that the shok is not triggering enhaned star formation. The high radio/infrared
luminosity ratio (whih would be higher still with respet to the photon{powered
omponent if ollisional heating was important) instead points to the existene of
an additional soure of relativisti partiles in the SQ shok, aelerated at the
shok itself (see e.g. Blandford & Eihler 1987), whih dominates the population of
partiles aelerated in soures more diretly linked to star formation regions suh as
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supernova remnants. This onrms and strengthens the preliminary results of Xu et
al. (2003), and, bearing in mind that the total radio emission from SQ is dominated
by the emission from the shok region, suggests that aution is needed in using radio
synhrotron measurements to infer star formation rates in groups involving strong
dynamial interations of galaxies with the IGM.
4.3.3 Star Formation assoiated with the Extended Emis-
sion
Our measurements have shown that both the obsured and visible omponents of
the star formation in SQ are distributed in a widespread pattern, loosely oinident
both with the overall dimensions of the group as well as with the extended \halo"
of X-ray emission. As for HII SE and HII SW, the point on the Kenniutt{Shmidt
diagram representing this extended emission is well removed from the relations found
for spiral galaxies, raising the question whether a omplete dierent mode of star
formation ativity is prevalent in this omponent of SQ.
Speially we onsider a senario in whih the hot intergalati medium is
ooling and ondensing into louds whih are the sites of the star formation providing
the UV powered omponent of the extended infrared emission. If this is ouring
in a steady state, in whih the rate at whih the removal of hot gas by ooling is
balaned by aretion of further primordial gas, we an write
SFR
hot

M
hot

hot
(4.7)
where M
hot
and 
hot
respetively denote the mass and ooling timesale of the X-
ray emitting medium, and the inequality denotes the fration of the ooling gas
that ultimately ondenses into stars. If the observed X-ray emission is the main
omponent of luminosity of the hot medium, and taking observational values for
the X-ray emitting plasma from Trinhieri et al. (2005) of M
hot
= 1:0  10
10
M

and 
hot
 0:3 10
10
yr we obtain SFR
hot
 3M

yr
 1
, omparable to the observed
value of 4:3M

yr
 1
for star formation seen towards the X-ray emitting halo. In
reality, however, one would expet a large fration of the old gas resulting from
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the ooling of the gas to be reyled into the hot medium due to the feedbak of
mehanial energy from the newly{formed stars, in whih ase SFR
hot
would be
substantially less the upper limit from Eqn.4.7. Thus, if X-ray emission driven
by gas{gas ollisions is the dominant ooling path for the X-ray halo, one would
onlude that the bulk of the star formation would not be diretly fuelled out of the
IGM. On the other hand, as shown in Set.5.3, our Spitzer FIR data, oupled with
astrophysial onstraints on the injetion rate of grains into the hot medium do not
at present rule out the possibility that the dominant ooling mehanism of the halo
is FIR emission driven by gas{grain ollisions. At present, therefore, we annot rule
out star formation out of a primordial IGM purely on onsiderations of gas fuelling.
A more powerful onstraint would be to onsider the eÆieny at whih suh
a mode would have to operate at. Unfortunately, the total mass of moleular old
gas, M
old
on a global sale in the halo is unknown, preventing a diret empirial
measurement of star formation eÆieny of the halo on the KS diagram. One an
however estimate M
old
under our simple steady state senario by writing
M
hot

hot

M
old

old
(4.8)
where 
old
is the typial time sale spent by the gas in the old moleular phase
before being onverted into stars, whih is the timesale for the ollapse of a mole-
ular louds to form stars, multiplied by the mean number of times the old gas is
reyled into the hot medium through mehanial feedbak before ondensing into
a star. Even allowing for several ooling yles of the hot gas before ondensing into
stars, the very short ollapse timesale of a few million years for moleular louds -
some two orders of magnitude shorter than 
hot
- makes it likely that 
hot
>> 
old
,
whih in turn impliesM
hot
>> M
old
. If this is the ase, the old gas amount, related
to the extended emission, that we should add to 
gas
would be negligible, and the
position of the point for the SQ halo on the KS diagram would be well to the left
of the relation for star-forming galaxies, as shown in Fig. 4.4. This would require a
more eÆient star formation proess in the IGM than is typially observed to our
in the disks of star-forming eld galaxies, whih would seem to be ounter-intuitive
to the naive expetation that denser, older reservoirs of gas loser to the minimum
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of the gravitational potential wells assoiated with individual galaxies should form
stars more easily. On the other hand a denition of eÆieny in terms of gas surfae
density over sales muh larger than the star formation regions may have limited
preditive power in this ontext. Furthermore, any star formation in a ooling hot
IGM would not be expeted to ourring in rotationally supported systems similar
to the galaxies used to dene the KS relation, so may have a dierent relation to
the loal gas density.
The seond, more onventional senario to explain the widespread star formation
in the extended halo omponent of SQ, is to invoke interstellar gas as the soure
of old gas fuelling the star formation. In this senario tidal interations between
galaxies or hydrodynamial interations of the ISM with the IGM remove old galaxy
material that, for SQ, produes a similar SFR as would have been the ase for a
similar amount of gas inside eld galaxies. For groups in general the statistial
relation of neutral gas observed within and outside the member galaxies to the X-
ray emission harateristis of the IGM indeed indiates that at least some of the
old gas in the IGM medium originates in the galaxies, and that at least some of
the X-ray emitting gas also has an interstellar origin (eg. Verdes-Montenegro et al.
2001; Rasmussen et al. 2008).
In SQ, there is diret morphologial evidene for bursting soures assoiated
with tidally removed interstellar gas in the form of SQ A and SQ B, and a hint
that other less prominent omponents of the FIR emission in the IGM may also
be assoiated with tidal features, suh as the enhanement of H and MIR/FIR
emission seen towards the bridge linking the intruder galaxy with the AGN host
galaxy. In this piture the extended emission is a onglomeration of disrete soures
similar in nature to SQ A and SQ B but muh more numerous and of lower power.
The fat that SQ A and SQ B are likely to have a fundamentally interstellar origin
despite their present loation outside the galaxies is further supported by the rather
high value of the dust to gas ratio we have found for these soures, Z
d
= 0:002, whih
is a signature of a high gas metalliity. The one puzzling aspet of the extension of
this senario to the global star formation in the IGM of SQ is however the lak of
prominent star formation assoiated with the bulk of the HI in the IGM loated to
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the South and East of the group.
Finally, we remark that if stripped neutral and moleular interstellar gas was the
only soure of old gas powering star formation, one would expet a rapid quenhing
of star formation ativity in SQ in the future, whereas if the star formation were
fuelled by a ooling primordial IGM, the star formation ativity would simply follow
the aretion rate onto the group of the primordial IGM.
4.4 The AGN galaxy NGC7319 dust emission
The Seyfert2 galaxy NGC7319 is the most powerful soure of IR emission in SQ
and is the only galaxy where we found enhaned infrared emission in the entral
regions. The total IR luminosity is 9:6 10
43
erg=s. Of this, we dedued from the
SED tting using a ombination of the AGN torus template and the diuse dust
emission omponent (see Set. 3.1.2) that 4:1  10
43
erg=s are emitted by dust in
the torus and 5:5  10
43
erg=s by diuse dust. As one an see from the SED best
t, shown in Fig. 3.2, the 24m MIR emission is dominated by the torus emission
whih also ontributes  25% of the 8m emission. This is onsistent with the
observed morphology at 8 and 24m emission, whih is a ombination of a entral
soure plus a disk omponent in the ase of the 8m map and a dominant entral
soure in the ase of the 24m map (see Fig. 2.1). Aording to the SED t, the
FIR 70 and 160m emission is due to diuse dust emission. This is also onsistent
with the brightness distributions on the Spitzer FIR maps whih show the emission
to be partially resolved, with extents inferred from the FIR map tting tehnique of
5 and 12 kp at 70 and 160m respetively. This extended FIR emission is entred
at the position of the AGN, potentially indiating the presene of star formation
regions distributed on kp sales in the surrounding areas. However, as one an
see from Fig. 4.5, reproduing Fig. 1 from Gao et al. (2000), the CO emission is
predominantly from the northern regions of this galaxy. Therefore the loations of
the bulk of old gas, where the star formation sites should be, and the old dust
emission are not oinident suggesting that star formation may not be the main
phenomena powering the FIR dust emission.
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Figure 4.5: Figure 1 from Gao et al. (2000) showing the ontours of the distribution
of moleular gas in the galaxy NGC7319 overlaid on an R-band image.
Overall, the diuse dust emission in the inner disk, together with the absene of
HI (Williams et al. 2002) and the displaement of the moleular hydrogen emission
suggest that galaxy{galaxy interations have removed gas from the entral regions
on kp sales, as has plainly also happened in the other late-type SQ galaxies. In the
ase of NGC7319, the interations have apparently also indued gas ows that have
triggered AGN ativity. This raises the question whether the AGN itself might be
the soure of photons powering the surrounding diuse dust emission in this galaxy.
Aording to the standard AGN uniation theory, the AGN torus of a Seyfert 2
galaxy is viewed edge on, whih, in the ase of NGC7319, would imply that the
plane of the torus is almost perpendiular to the galaxy disk, sine NGC7319 is
seen basially fae on (see SDSS g-band map in Fig. 2.1). In this onguration,
it would indeed be plausible that aretion powered radiation, esaping into the
polar diretion from the AGN torus struture ould propagate into the galaxy disk
and ontribute to the diuse radiation eld in the entral parts of the galaxy. An
espeially eÆient oupling between the dust and radiation would be expeted if the
polar axis of the AGN torus were to be parallel to the diuse dusty disk of the host
galaxy.
One indiret indiation that the radiation from an AGN with this orientation may
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be responsible for at least part of the diuse FIR emission in NGC 7319 omes from
the rather low observed UV/FIR luminosity ratio, whih is qualitatively onsistent
with the expeted strong attenuation of the diret UV light from an AGN to whih
the line-of-sight passes through the torus. From the measured FUV luminosity,
L
FUV
= 4 10
42
erg=s, and from the 60 and 100m luminosities extrapolated from
the SED best t, L
60m
= 2  10
43
erg=s and L
100m
= 3:7  10
43
erg=s, we have
found L
FUV
=L
60m
= 0:2 and L
FUV
=L
100m
= 0:1. These values are several fators
lower than the average values found by Popesu et al. (2002) for galaxies of similar
morphologial type (L
UV
=L
60m
= 1 and L
UV
=L
100m
= 0:6) and by Xu et al. (2006)
for galaxies of similar L
FUV
+ L
60m
total luminosity (L
UV
=L
60m
= 0:5).
A senario in whih the diuse dust emission in NGC7319 is powered by the
AGN also seems to be broadly onsistent with simple onstraints on the UV lu-
minosity of the AGN derived from the observed hard X-ray luminosity. Spei-
ally, for L
2 10 keV
= 2:8  10
42
erg=s (Trinhieri et al. 2005) and adopting the
bolometri orretions for AGN galaxies with similar L
2 10 keV
by Vasudevan et al.
(2010), 
2 10 keV
 10   30, one predits a total UV luminosity from the AGN of
L
AGN
= 
2 10 keV
L
2 10 keV
= 2:8  8:4 10
43
erg=s. The upper end of this range is
omparable to the total MIR/FIR luminosity of the AGN and AGN host galaxy. If
the AGN were indeed powering the diuse dust emission in the inner disk one would
expet that future FIR observations of angular resolution suÆient to image the
diuse dust emission ould be used to determine some basi geometrial properties
of the AGN. Speially, one would expet a one struture for the omponent of
diuse dust heated by the AGN, blurred only by the eet of sattering, with a
strong radial olour gradient, and with a symmetry axis aligned with the polar axis
of the torus.
Finally, we draw attention to a further FIR{emitting feature potentially on-
neted to the AGN, whose origin has still to be laried. This is the bridge whih
apparently onnets the AGN to the enter of the shok region, appearing in the
X-ray (Trinhieri et al. 2005), H (Xu et al. 1999) and warm H
2
line emission (Clu-
ver et al. 2010). The presene of a old dust emission from this feature is hinted by
a slight asymmetry of the FIR emission on the 160m residual map (see Fig. 2.4).
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High resolution FIR observations would also be useful to eluidate the orrespon-
dene between dust emission and the gas distribution in this bridge feature.
Chapter 5
Dust emission from SQ X-ray
emitting regions
5.1 Introdution
Previous searhes for infrared emission ounterparts of the hot X-ray emitting om-
ponents of the intergalati medium of nearby objets have almost exlusively tar-
geted the intraluster medium (ICM) of rih galaxy lusters, either using a staking
analysis for X-ray or optial seleted lusters from the IRAS all sky survey (Giard
et al. 2008; Ronarelli et al. 2010) or in detailed imaging observations of the Coma
Cluster and other lusters with ISO or Spitzer (Stikel et al. 1998; Quillen et al.
1999; Stikel et al. 2002; Bai et al. 2007; Kitayama et al. 2009). All these stud-
ies have either yielded upper limits or marginal apparent detetions of the ICM at
FIR brightness levels far fainter than those we have measured towards the X-ray
emitting IGM of SQ with Spitzer. Furthermore, even the apparent detetions of
the ICM were suseptible to onfusion with foreground irrus due to the aidental
similarity (Popesu et al. 2000) in FIR olour of the ollisionally{ and photon{
heated emissions, so realistially must be treated as upper limits to any ollisionally
heated emission from the ICM (Bai et al. 2007). Although intraluster dust has
been unambiguously deteted at optial wavelengths, through statistial studies of
the reddening of bakground soures through large numbers of lusters (Chelouhe
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et al. 2007) this has been at a low abundane of about 10
 4
in the dust{to{gas
mass ratio, onsistent both with the non{detetions of the ICM in infrared emission
and with spei preditions by Popesu et al. (2000) of the dust ontent of typial
ICMs.
In the present work we have been able to sidestep the onfusion problems af-
iting the previous attempts to detet infrared emission from the ICM in lusters
only by virtue of the muh higher FIR brightness levels measured towards the X-ray
emitting strutures in SQ. These high brightness levels, together with the orre-
spondene of the infrared emission morphologies with those seen in the UV, and
the evidene from our ts to the infrared emission SEDs desribed in Set. 3.1.3
however suggest that a major part of the dust emission is photon heated. This, in
turn, raises an apparent paradox that the losest spatial orrelation between dust
emission and gas olumn density is not, as might be expeted for photon heating,
with the ool gas omponent, but rather with the hot X-ray emitting omponent.
In our disussion on star formation in SQ we identied a possible way out of this
paradox by postulating that the extragalati star formation in SQ is fuelled by gas
from a hot IGM whose ooling is enhaned by grains injeted into the hot IGM.
In this hapter, we use the relative levels of deteted emission at infrared, X-
ray and UV/optial wavelengths to onstrain the possible soures of grains and the
resulting ollisionally driven ooling of the hot plasmas, onsidering separately the
two main X-ray emitting strutures orresponding to the shok (Set. 5.2) and the
halo (Set. 5.3) regions.
5.2 The shok region
The main onstraint on the ollisional heating of dust in the X-ray emitting plasma
downstream of the shok is given by the high dust{to{gas mass ratio that would be
required to reprodue the FIR measurements in the ase that grain heating by a
diuse radiation eld an be negleted. For pure ollisionally heated emission from
grains in a homogeneous medium, a dust mass M
d
= 2  10
7
M

(see Set. 3.1.3)
would be required, whih, taken together with the measured X-ray emitting gas
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mass, M
X
 10
9
M

(see Set. 3.2.4), would imply a dust{to{gas ratio for the hot
plasma of Z
d
= 0:02. This value is high in omparison with expetations based on a
balane between injetion of grains and their removal through sputtering. Assuming
that the shok is propagating into a stripped interstellar medium or through the ISM
of the intruder galaxy, haraterized by a dust{to{gas ratio omparable to the Milky
way value, we an derive the amount of dust mass per unit time
_
M
D
that is injeted
downstream of the shok:
_
M
D
= V
sh
A
up
Z
d;up
(5.1)
where V
sh
= 600 km=s is the shok veloity (Guillard et al. 2009), A = 330 kp
2
is the
projeted area of the shok front (orresponding to 20 80ars
2
on the sky), 
up

1:1n
H
m
H
= 4:5  10
 27
g=m
3
is the upstream gas density (n
H
= 0:01=4: m
 3
)
and Z
d;up
= 0:01 is the assumed dust to gas ratio for the gas upstream of the shok
front. The resulting dust injetion rate is
_
M
D
= 0:14 M

=yr. To estimate grain
destrution through sputtering in ollisions with heavy partiles we use the formula
of Draine et al. (1979) for the dust sputtering time sale:

sp
= 2 10
6
a
n
H
yr (5.2)
where a is the dust size in m and n
H
is the proton number density in m
 3
.
Assuming n
H
 0:01 m
 3
and a = 0:1 m, we get 
sp
= 210
7
yr. We will show in
Chap. 6 that expliit alulation of the ooling of the shok gas due to gas{gas and
gas{grain ollisions, taking into aount the evolution of the grain size distribution
(under the assumption that there are no further soures of grains), show that the gas
ooling time sale is t
ool
 710
7
yr, more than three times larger than 
sp
. Under
these irumstanes a onservative estimate for the dust to gas ratio downstream of
the shok an be derived by dividing the total mass of dust predited to be at any
time downstream of the shok to the measured hot gas mass, that is:
Z
d;down
=
_
M
D

sp
M
X
(5.3)
Applying this formula, the expeted value for the X-ray plasma dust to gas ratio is
Z
d;down
 3 10
 3
, a fator  7 smaller than the value inferred from the data, for
the ase where the entire FIR dust emission is powered by ollisional heating. This
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is only a rude estimate for the dust abundane, whih might take higher values if
the line of sight depth of the shok was assumed to be larger than the projeted
width seen on the sky, but whih on the other hand is an overestimate ompared to
preditions taking into aount the true evolution of grain size downstream of the
shok (see Chap. 6). In any ase, it is evident that the measured dust to gas ratio
is muh larger than the predited Z
d;down
, and a further soure of dust grains would
be required if ollisional heating were to be a signiant driver of the FIR emission.
The most obvious suh soure would be the reservoir of grains in the old om-
ponent of the gas in the shok region, whih ould be potentially released into the
hot gas by ablation if the louds were in relative motion to the hot gas. As already
mentioned the presene of old gas is implied by the detetion of 8m emission and
has been diretly demonstrated by the detetion of moleular hydrogen in the MIR
rotational lines (Cluver et al. 2010). Guillard et al. 2009 modelled the H
2
emit-
ting louds as ooling pre-existing louds in the upstream medium, a senario whih
would predit the louds to be in relative motion to the hot gas downstream of the
shok. Another possibility whih might potentially aount for a FIR ounterpart to
the shok is to invoke heating of grains upstream of the shok by the UV radiation
from the ooling louds downstream of the shok. A quantitative treatment of all
these eets would however require a self onsistent model for the passage of the
shok through a two phase medium whih traked the exhange of photons, gas and
dust between the phases, whih is beyond the sope of this work.
It's appropriate to emphasize here that even in the ase that the ollisional heat-
ing is relatively unimportant in bolometri terms, the eet on the gas ooling time
sale is not negligible. Detailed alulations, shown in Set. 6, for a steady state 1D
homogeneous model, onsidering dust sputtering and dust ooling, show that the
ooling time sale is shorter by a fator  2 3 for shok veloities and gas densities
similar to those harateristi of the shok in SQ. From this perspetive it would be
important to have more diret empirial onstraints on the gas ooling mehanism
using the improved sensitivity, angular resolution and wavelength overage of the
Hershel Spae Observatory. Using the simple approah desribed above, we esti-
mate the surfae brightness of the radiation emitted by ollisionally heated dust to
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be equal to 1:4 MJy=sr at 150m, the wavelength where the ux density is predited
to peak aording to the ollisional heated dust model we used for the shok region
SED t (see Fig. 3.3).
5.3 The extended emission
As for the shok, the detetion of substantial 8m emission towards the extended
X-ray emitting halo indiates the presene of a omponent of dust in old gas phases,
shielded from ollisions with eletrons and ions in the hot plasma, whih an only be
heated by photons. Rather interestingly, the urves of growth we onstruted after
removing or masking the galaxies and the ompat star formation regions from the
infrared and FUV maps (Fig. 2.9) show a very similar prole at all wavelengths.
This is a strong indiation that FUV soures are assoiated with the FIR extended
emission and, therefore, star formation is the main mehanism powering the ex-
tended emission.
The total luminosity of the extended dust emission is 410
43
erg=s, a fator 130
higher than the X-ray Halo luminosity (Trinhieri et al.2005, see also Set. 3.2.4).
This large dierene between the dust emission and X-ray luminosities implies that
ollisional heating of dust grains ould still be important for the ooling of the hot
halo gas even if it only powers a small fration of the dust luminosity. We dene
the fration F
oll
of dust emission that is ollisionally powered, by the relation:
L
oll
IR
= F
oll
L
IR
(5.4)
where L
oll
IR
is the dust luminosity that is powered by ollisional heating.
A rst physial onstraint on F
oll
that we an apply is the requirement that the gas
ooling time sale 
ool
is not larger than the dynamial hot gas time sale, given by
the sound rossing time 
ross
. Inluding dust ooling, 
ool
is equal to:

ool
=
3
2
kT
m
H
M
X
L
X
+ F
oll
L
IR
(5.5)
where T = 6  10
6
K is the gas temperature, M
X
= 1:0  10
10
M

is the X-
ray emitting gas mass, and L
X
and L
IR
are the X-ray and infrared luminosities.
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Requiring that 
ool
> 
ross
= 2R
halo
=
s
, where R = 35 kp is the halo radius and

s
 300 km=s is the sound speed, one obtains F
oll
< 0:05.
Another onstraint an be derived from an estimation of the dust injetion rate into
the hot gas. For equilibrium between dust injetion and sputtering, one would have:
_
M
d
= F
oll
M
d

sp
= 2:4F
oll
M

yr
(5.6)
where
_
M
d
is the dust injetion rate, 
sp
= 2  10
8
yr is the sputtering time sale
(alulated using formula 5.2 with n
H
= 0:001m
 3
and a = 0:1m), and M
d
=
4:7 10
8
M

is the inferred dust mass produing the extended emission.
The rst dust injetion soures we onsider are the halo stars. In Set. 5.A we
derive an upper limit to the dust injetion rate from halo stars based on the observed
R-band halo surfae brightness (Moles et al. 1998) and the theoretial preditions for
stardust injetion by Zhukovska et al.08:
_
M
d
= 0:075M

=yr. Substituting this value
in Eqn. 5.6, we get F
oll
< 0:03. A similar proedure ould be followed onsidering
the dust injetion from type II supernovae given the inferred SFR assoiated with the
extended emission. Empirial studies of Galati supernova remnants have shown
the yield of ondensate per supernova event to be of the order of 0:01 to 0:1 M

(e.g. Fishera et al. 2002, Green et al. 2004). Relating the frequeny of ore ollapse
supernova events to the SFR in the extended omponent of SQ, we estimated
_
M
d
=
7 10
 4
M

=yr assuming 0:01 M

of dust produed in eah supernova. Therefore
supernovae dust injetion annot be onsidered important in replenishing dust in
the hot medium. Finally we onsidered the mehanism proposed by Popesu et
al. (2000) where dust in IGM external to a luster an be introdued into the hot
intraluster medium in the supersoni aretion ow of barions onto the luster. In
the ase of SQ the baryoni aretion rate an be estimated to be of the order the
urrent IGM seen in X-ray divided by a Hubble time whih is  2 M

=yr. Even
if we onsider that there is maybe a ooler omponent of the areting IGM not
visible in the X-ray (Mulhaey et al. 2000), it does not seem plausible to ahieve
dust aretion rate for the partiular ase of SQ muh greater than 0:01 M

=yr for
reasonable values of the dust to gas ratio in the areting material.
Given these estimates, we an onlude that if there is a ontribution of olli-
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sional heated dust to the total observed dust emission, this should only be of the
order of a few perent and maintained by diret injetion from the in situ stellar
population. This however is suÆient to maintain a ollisionally powered FIR lumi-
nosity of up to  10
42
erg=s, whih is several times the X-ray luminosity.
{ Consequenes for the budget of baryons in groups
Suh a level of FIR ooling ould help to provide a natural explanation for the rather
low value,  0:02, for the ratio of the mass of baryons in the hot X-ray emitting
halo of  M
X
= 2 10
10
M

to the dynamial mass of  10
12
M

(see Set. 5.B).
For the onordane CDM osmology, this ratio should be  0:09 in the absene
of signiant dissipative eets. Realling that the total baryoni mass urrently
loked in stars in SQ of  10
11
M

is omparable to the expeted total mass of
baryons, it is apparent that this senario is also quantitatively onsistent with the
eÆient ondensation of the IGM areting onto the group into stars, as postulated
in Set. 7.1. Some empirial indiation of eÆient star formation in groups has been
found by Tran et al. (2009), who showed that the group environment is more on-
duive to star formation than either the luster or eld environment. In general,
enhaned ooling due to a FIR ollisionally powered luminosity of a few times L
X
would also provide an alternative explanation for the steeper L
X
  T
X
relation ob-
served for groups with lower virial veloities, an eet that is otherwise attributed
to thermal or kineti feedbak from AGNs (eg Cavaliere et al. 2008).
In summary, the detetion and reognition of the putative ollisionally heated
omponent of FIR emission from SQ will be a ruial measurement with wide rang-
ing impliations for the nature of star formation in the group, the division of Baryons
between hot gas, old gas and stars, and the thermodynami properties of the IGM in
SQ. Suh a detetion will however be very hallenging, requiring a ombination of ex-
ellent surfae brightness sensitivity and angular resolution at submm wavelengths,
as illustrated by the following estimates: assuming the upper limit F
oll
= 0:03, we
predit the SED of the ollisionally powered omponent of the extended emission to
peak at a level of 0:15 MJy=sr at 190m.
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5.A Estimate of an upper limit to the dust inje-
tion rate from halo stars in SQ
An upper limit to the dust injetion rate from halo stars in SQ an be inferred
from the halo R-band surfae brightness, S
R
= 24:4 mag=ars
2
(Moles et al. 1998),
and using theoretial preditions for the stardust injetion. We assumed that all
the R-band halo luminosity is produed by 3 M

stars. Aording to table A.1 in
Zhukovska et al. (2008), a 3 M

star with metalliity Z = 0:02 injets M
d
= 1:2
10
 2
M

of dust during its all life. Given the lifetime of suh star, 
life
 3 10
8
yr,
one an derived the average dust injetion rate:
_
M
d
=M
d
=
life
= 3:510
 11
M

=yr.
Sine a star spends most of its life time in the main sequene phase, we approximate
the R-band ux of a single halo star as that of a blakbody sphere with parameters
harateristi of a main sequene 3 M

star:
F
R
= B
R
(T )
R
2
d
2
(5.7)
where B
R
(T ) is the blakbody R-band ux density at temperature T = 12000 K,
R = 2R

is the star radius and d = 94 Mp is the distane from SQ. The pre-
dition for the R-band ux density produed by a single halo star and observed
from the earth is F
R
= 1:35  10
 23
ergs=m
2
=s=A. Dividing
_
M
d
to F
R
, we ob-
tain the dust injetion rate per observed R-band ux density:
_
M
d
=F
R
= 2:6 
10
12
M

=yr(ergs=m
2
=s=A)
 1
. Combining the observed R-band surfae brightness
and the solid angle 
 overing the halo region of SQ, one an obtain the total re-
eived ux F
obs
R
= 2:910
 14
ergs=m
2
=s=A. Then the dust injetion rate from halo
stars is equal to:
_
M
d
=
 
_
M
d
F
R
!
F
obs
R
(5.8)
Using this simple approah we found
_
M
d
= 0:075M

=yr. This value should be
onsidered as an upper limit sine one an show, using the theoretial preditions
for low{intermediate mass star dust injetion rates in Zhukovska et al. (2008), that
3 M

stars have the highest value of the dust injetion rate per R-band ux
_
M
d
=F
R
.
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5.B SQ dark matter halo mass
The dark matter halo mass in the SQ group an be estimated from the observed
galaxy veloity dispersion. Assuming virial equilibrium and that the kineti energy
and gravitational energy are dominated respetively by galaxy motion and by a
spherial uniform dark matter distribution, one obtains the following relation:
M
gal

2
v
= G
5M
2
DM
3R
DM
(5.9)
where M
gal
is the total galaxy mass,  is the 3D galaxy veloity dispersion, M
DM
and R
DM
are respetively the mass and the radius of the spherial dark matter halo.
The galaxy veloity dispersion an be alulated by the galaxy reession veloities
(Table 1.1), using the formula given by Osmond & Ponman (2004):

v
=
s
P
(v   v)
2
N  
3
2
(5.10)
Inluding all the galaxies of the group but NGC7318b that is not in equilibrium
with the rest of the group, one obtains 
v
= 81km=s. Assuming M
gal
= 4 10
11
M

(see Table 4.2) and R
DM
= 40kp, a dark matter halo mass M
DM
= 2 10
11
M

is
derived after inverting Equ.5.9.
Another way to estimate the DM halo mass is from the observed temperature of
the X-ray halo, assumed in hydrostati equilibrium. In fat, in this ase temperature
T
200
and halo mass M
200
are onneted by the following relation (Voit 2005):

B
T
200
=
GM
200
m
p
2r
200
(5.11)
where r
200
is the dark matter halo radius and the subsript 200 refers to quantities at
or within the radius where the gas density is 200 times higher than the ritial density

rit
= 3H
2
0
=8G. Assuming T
200
= 6  10
6
K (Set.3.2.4) and r
200
= 40kp, after
inverting equation 5.11 one gets for the dark matter halo massM
200
= 1:810
12
M

.
The two estimates presented dier by an order of magnitude. However the
estimate based on the galaxy veloity dispersion is heavily hampered by the low
number of galaxies and the onsequently inaurate value for 
v
. Therefore, although
the hypothesis of hydrostati equilibrium might not be ompletely appropriate for
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the hot gas in SQ halo, the seond estimate should provide a more realisti value
for the dark matter halo mass.
Chapter 6
A shok model with dust ooling
6.1 Introdution
The eet of ollisions between dust grains and plasma partiles on hot gas ooling
has been investigated by several authors. Dwek et al. (1996) presented a shok
model, designed to desribe the ooling of interstellar gas heated by the passage of
supernovae blast waves. In their model they inluded both dust ooling and dust
sputtering, the former providing an extra hannel for the ooling of the shoked
gas and the latter limiting the overall eÆieny of this extra ooling mehanism
by quikly destroying the dust grains. These authors found that dust ooling is
predominant over gas radiative ooling when gas ionization losses are not eÆient
anymore, that is, after an initial phase when gas is hot but not ompletely ionized,
and until the abundane of dust is high enough. They onluded that the main
eet of dust ooling is to make the shok to beome radiative sooner. Smith et
al. (1996) and Guillard et al. (2009) modelled the ooling of hot gas in isothermal
and/or isobari onditions. They both found that, although predominant in ertain
phases, dust ooling has little eet on the thermal history of the gas. This happens
beause at the high initial temperatures, T & 10
6
K, produed by strong shoks
with veloities v
s
higher than  100km=s, dust sputtering destroys dust before gas
has ooled substantially while at temperatures T . 10
6
K (v
s
. 100km=s) dust
ollisional heating is ineÆient and therefore dust{plasma partiles ollisions don't
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ontribute to gas ooling.
It is therefore ommonly aepted in the literature that dust ooling is an ef-
ient proess for short time intervals but removes only a minor part of the gas
enthalpy and kineti energy. However, at the same time, dust ooling is eÆient in
a temperature range where gas radiative proesses are rather ineÆient. Therefore
it is interesting to quantify how muh the gas ooling time is shortened by this ad-
ditional mehanism. The eet of dust on the gas ooling ould be non negligible in
this respet, as already stated by Dwek et al. (1996). In addition, for the purposes of
this work, we needed a model to predit the FIR 160m/70m ux ratio produed
by dust ollisionally heated in a radiative shok with v
s
 600km=s, to be ompared
with the observed ux ratio we found for the SQ shok region. This motivated us to
write a ode to alulate the post{shok struture proles of a radiative 1D shok,
inluding dust ooling and destrution and oupled with our program to alulate
the infrared emission from stohastially heated grains. Details of the model and
results for a set of shok veloities and initial gas densities are shown in the next
setions.
6.2 The model
The shok model ode we have reated is similar to those presented by Dwek et al.
(1996) and Guillard et al. (2009) and it is suitable to follow gas ooling in post{
shok regions with initial post{shok temperatures T & 10
6
K. We assumed that
dust and gas are ompletely oupled, that means gas{grains relative motions are
negleted, and we inluded only thermal sputtering as a dust destrution proess.
This is appropriate for initial post{shok temperatures above T = 10
6
K (Dwek
et al. 1996). In priniple the gas hemial omposition should be treated as time{
dependent beause of the gas metal enrihment following the removal of metals from
grains by dust sputtering. However we didn't inlude this eet in our model.
The basi equations to alulate the uid evolution in a post{shok region are the
Rankine{Hugoniot jump onditions equations that, following Dopita et al. (1996),
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an be written as the following set of equations:
V = 
o
V
o
(6.1)
V
2
+ P +
B
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8
= 
o
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o
+
B
2
o
8
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
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B
o

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(6.4)
where ,V ,P ,B,U = P=[(   1)℄ are respetively the uid density, veloity, pres-
sure, magneti eld and internal energy; the subsript \o" refers to the preshok
parameters;  is the average ooling rate over the time interval t   t
o
;  is the
ratio of spei heats (equal to 5/3 in the monoatomi gas ase). These equations
are derived from the standard set of hydrodynamial uid equations, representing
the onservation of mass, momentum and energy in the stationary ase (that is in
the referene frame where the shok front is at rest), together with the ondition
that the magneti eld is frozen in the uid. Combining the equations above, the
following relation is obtained for the uid veloity :
a
1

4
+ a
2

3
+ a
3

2
+ a
4
 + a
5
= 0 (6.5)
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a
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Given the preshok uid parameters, one an solve 6.5 for the uid veloity  at
any time t (and then derive all the other uid physial parameters) if an expression
for the ooling rate per unit mass  is provided. In our model  is given by
(; T ) = 
gas
+ 
dust
(6.6)
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where 
gas
and 
dust
are the ooling rate per unit mass due to respetively gas
radiative proesses and dust{gas partile ollisions. 
gas
is equal to

gas
= 
SD
(T )n
t
n
e
= (6.7)
where 
SD
is the non-equilibrium ooling funtion taken from Sutherland et al.
(1993) (assuming solar hemial omposition, full diuse eld and initial tempera-
ture log(T
o
) = 7:5) while n
t
and n
e
are the ion and eletron number densities. 
dust
is equal to

dust
=
L
dust
(; T )
M
dust
 Z
d
(6.8)
where L
dust
=M
dust
is the ollisionally heated dust luminosity per unit dust mass and
Z
d
is the dust to gas ratio. Given the loal physial properties of the gas, L
dust
=M
dust
is alulated using a ollisionally heated dust emission ode (see Set. 3.2.4 for
details) whih provides also the emission SED, from eah position downstream of
the shok front, taking into aount the stohastial heating of small grains.
Modelling the exat evolution of the Z
d
term is fundamental to determine the
eÆieny of dust ooling in the post shok region. In the alulations we performed,
we assumed that the dust to gas ratio in the preshok gas is equal to the standard
Milky Way loal value Z
d
= 0:008. The initial mixture of dust grains inludes
graphites and siliates following a power law grain size distribution n(a) / k
 3:5
with sizes between a
min
= 0:001m and a
max
= 0:25m. However in the post
shok region the value of Z
d
dereases with time beause dust sputtering gradually
removes metals from the grains. Therefore to alulate the dust ooling term 
dust
,
diretly proportional to Z
d
, one has to derive the value of Z
d
at eah post shok
time t   t
o
. This is done by reonstruting the grain size distribution at eah time
t in the following way. After a time step t = t
i
  t
i 1
, the size of eah grain is
redued by an amount a = Y (T )n
h
t, where Y (T ) is the average of the graphite
and siliates sputtering yields given in Table 4 of Tielens et al. (1994). The new size
distribution at eah step is simply given by
n(a; t
i
) = n(a+a; t
i 1
) (6.9)
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We assumed that when grains beome smaller than a
min
, they are onsidered de-
stroyed. The new Z
d
is alulated integrating the new grain size distribution n(a; t
i
):
Z
d
=
Z
a
max
a
min
4
3

dust
a
3
n(a; t
i
)da (6.10)
Beause of the temperature range overed by the ooling funtion from Sutherland
et al. (1993), we followed gas ooling only until temperatures T  10
4
K.
6.3 Results
Table 6.1 shows the results for a grid of models with shok veloities v
s
= 500  
1000 km=s and pre-shok proton densities n
o
H
= 0:01=4   0:1=4 m
 3
(if gas is
ompletely ionized, n
gas
 2:30 n
H
). We hose suh low values for the pre{shok
densities beause we wanted to estimate the ooling time of tenuous plasma shok{
heated in a high veloity ollision as the one in SQ. For the sake of simpliity we
negleted the magneti eld that would provide additional internal pressure, delaying
gas ooling (however, applying energy equipartition arguments, the magneti eld
energy density in the shok region of SQ seems to be muh lower than the thermal
energy density, see Xu et al. 2003). For eah set of input parameters, listed in Table
6.1, we ran a model inluding only gas ooling and a model inluding both dust
and gas ooling. The dierent ooling time (dened as the time required to reah
T = 10
4
K) in the two ases are shown in ol.2 and 3 of Table 6.1. For the model
where both mehanisms are on, the gas ooling time is shortened by a fator  3
when v
s
= 500 km=s. This fator dereases with inreasing shok veloities and
beomes  1:4 at v
s
= 1000 km=s. Therefore we an say that the presene of dust,
with Galati abundane, in the pre shok medium redues the gas ooling time of
a fator of a few but the eet is redued going towards higher veloities.
It is interesting to notie that the amount of enthalpy plus kineti energy per
unit mass radiated by dust emission range from 10% to 30% (ol.10, Table 6.1). This
means that dust radiates only a small fration of the available energy for the uid
but nonetheless the ooling time sale is onsiderably redued. The reason for this
is that the transfer of energy from the gas to the dust, through dust{gas partile
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ollisions, is very eÆient at high temperatures (T > 10
6
K) where gas radiative
ooling is very low ompared to that at lower temperatures (T  10
4
 10
5
K) where
ionization losses make gas ool faster. Therefore dust aellerates the ooling at
early phases, that otherwise would be the slowest ones.
Figs.6.1{6.3 show the density, temperature and veloity post shok proles for a
model with n
o
H
= 0:01=4 m
 3
and v
s
= 600 km=s. These parameters are hosen to
reprodue the X-ray emitting plasma physial properties of the shok region in SQ
(Guillard et al.2009). In eah gure the proles for both purely radiative ooling
and radiative plus dust ooling models are shown. It is evident how dust ooling
shortens the gas ooling time that drops from  14 10
7
yr to  7 10
7
yr. The
initial rise of density and the steep derease of temperature and veloity for the
dust + radiation model is due to dust ooling. Figs.6.4{6.6 help to understand
better what happens during these early phases. Fig. 6.6 shows the dust to gas
ratio prole. As an be seen, Z
d
drops very quikly beause of dust destrution. At
t = 1:810
7
yr, muh before than gas ooling is omplete, Z
d
= 10
 6
. However even
before, at t = 0:8 10
7
yr, gas radiative ooling has already beome the dominant
ooling mehanism as one an see in Fig. 6.5 that shows the fration of total ooling
due to dust and gas radiative proesses at eah point of the post shok region. Fig.
6.4 shows the ooling rate path followed by the uid as a funtion of temperature.
Initially gas is very hot (T  5  10
6
K) and the ooling rate is high beause dust
is abundant and dust{eletrons ollisions are the main gas ooling mehanism. The
ooling rate drops quikly but nonetheless the derease of temperature brings the
uid loser to a temperature regime where radiative ooling beomes very eÆient.
In addition the gas density is enhaned earlier ompared to the model where only
radiative ooling operates (see Fig. 6.1). The ombination of these eets markedly
redues the gas ooling time. In Fig. 6.7 we show how the dust size distribution is
modied by dust sputtering. As one an see, the number of small grains is rapidly
redued ompared to the bigger ones, in agreement with the ndings of by Dwek et
al. (1996).
In Fig. 6.8 we show the output spetra integrated along the whole radiative
shok prole. The predited 160m{70m ux ratio is equal to 2.4, less than a half
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of the FIR ux ratio observed in the SQ shok region (F (160m)=F (70m)  6). As
shown in ol.9 of Table 6.1, the FIR ux ratio values range between 0.4 and 3 but no
models produe suh a old FIR olor as we found for SQ shok region. In Table 6.1
we also report the width of the radiative zone (from the shok front until T = 10
4
K)
and the total dust luminosity produed by a olumn of shoked material with unit
ross setion. In ase of the model adopted for omparison with SQ shok region,
the radiative zone width is  6 kp, smaller than the harateristi widths of the SQ
shok ridge. Multiplying the total luminosity per unit area ( 1:510
 4
erg=s=m
2
)
by the area of the shok region ( 330 kp), we obtain L(IR) = 4:7  10
41
erg=s.
Therefore, in the simple piture where we are looking at the shok front fae-on
and behind eah surfae element on the sky there is an entire radiative region, the
predited ollisionally heated dust luminosity would be about 30 times smaller than
the observed one (L(IR)  1:5 10
43
erg=s). These results onrm that, in absene
of additional soures of dust grains into the hot plasma, the bulk of the observed
infrared emission from the shok region in SQ annot be asribed to ollisionally
heated dust emission.
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Figure 6.1: Post{shok density proles in the two ases where dust ooling is in-
luded or not. The preshok parameters in this and the following gures are hosen
to reprodue the physial onditions of the X-ray plasma in SQ in the region imme-
diately downstream of the shok front.
Figure 6.2: Post{shok temperature proles in ase dust and/or radiative ooling
are inluded.
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Figure 6.3: Post{shok veloity proles in ase dust and/or radiative ooling are
inluded.
Figure 6.4: Cooling rate vs temperature for a shok model with n
Ho
= 0:01=4m
 3
and v
s
= 600 km=s. The ontributions from dust and radiative ooling are plotted.
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Figure 6.5: Dust and radiative ooling fration as a funtion of time and distane
from the shok front.
Figure 6.6: Dust to gas ratio prole in the post shok region
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Figure 6.7: Dust size distribution when 0,20,50 and 90% of dust has been destroyed.
The time orresponding to these phases is shown near eah line.
Figure 6.8: Total output dust luminosity from a olumn of post{shoked gas.
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v
s
n
o

rad
ool

rad=dust
ool

rad=dust
swith

rad=dust
nodust
Width Lum
F
160
F
70

tot
dust
500. 0.00575 75.0 25.6 7.1 24.2 1.78 1.116 3.1 0.284
500. 0.01150 37.5 12.9 3.5 12.1 0.89 2.137 2.2 0.283
500. 0.02875 15.0 5.2 1.4 4.8 0.36 5.142 1.3 0.283
500. 0.05750 7.5 2.6 0.7 2.4 0.18 10.170 0.9 0.282
600. 0.00575 145.4 71.1 8.1 17.9 5.99 1.471 2.4 0.223
600. 0.01150 72.7 35.6 3.8 9.1 3.01 2.835 1.7 0.223
600. 0.02875 29.1 14.3 1.5 3.5 1.21 6.913 1.0 0.222
600. 0.05750 14.5 7.1 0.8 1.7 0.60 13.778 0.7 0.222
800. 0.00575 315.4 214.4 6.5 11.7 24.46 2.358 1.8 0.157
800. 0.01150 157.7 107.4 3.3 6.0 12.26 4.600 1.2 0.156
800. 0.02875 63.1 43.0 1.3 2.5 4.91 11.397 0.7 0.155
800. 0.05750 31.5 21.5 0.7 1.3 2.46 22.862 0.5 0.155
1000. 0.00575 530.9 386.5 6.0 12.7 55.73 3.493 1.5 0.121
1000. 0.01150 265.5 193.7 3.1 6.7 27.95 6.856 1.0 0.120
1000. 0.02875 106.2 77.6 1.3 1.9 11.22 17.066 0.6 0.119
1000. 0.05750 53.1 38.8 0.7 1.0 5.62 34.302 0.4 0.119
Table 6.1: Results from a grid of shok models. Col1: shok veloity (km/s);
ol2:pre{shok partile number density (m
 3
); ol3: ooling time for models in-
luding only radiative ooling (10
6
yr); ol4: ooling time for models inluding both
dust and radiative ooling (10
6
yr); ol5: time at whih radiative ooling beomes
predominant over dust ooling (10
6
yr); ol6: time at whih the dust to gas ratio
is equal to 10
 6
(10
6
yr); ol7: Width of the radiative zone (from the shok front
until T = 10
4
K) in models where both ooling mehanisms are inluded (kp);
ol8: total shok output infrared luminosity per unit area (10
 4
erg=s=m
2
); ol9:
predited 160m-70m ux density ratio from the radiative shok; ol10: fration
of post{shok spei enthalpy plus spei kineti energy radiated by dust
Summary and onlusions
In this work we have presented an extensive analysis of the infrared emission from
Stephan's Quintet, based on the Spitzer MIR and FIR maps and inluding multi-
wavelength data from optial/UV, Radio and X-ray (see Fig. 2.1). The main aim
has been understanding the nature of the FIR dust emission seen on the Spitzer
70m and 160m maps and its impliations for star formation and hot gas ooling
for this galaxy group. The tehnial part of our analysis an be summarized in four
points:
1) We have identied the FIR soures seen on the Spitzer FIR maps and ex-
trated photometry for them from the MIR and FIR maps. The FIR photometry
has been performed with a novel soure tting tehnique that we used to model the
soure emission on the maps (see Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). We measured MIR uxes using
aperture photometry (see Figs. 2.6 and 2.7). The inferred total ux densities are
shown in Table 2.2.
2) We have reated FIR residual maps, whih were obtained from the FIR 70m
and 160m maps after the subtration of the two galaxies NGC7319 and NGC7320
and the disrete star formation regions. We have ompared the emission on these
maps with maps of the HI distribution, X-ray emission and UV emission (see Fig.
2.4). This omparison shows that the residual FIR emission, dominated by the
emission from the shok region and a previously undeteted extended omponent,
is orrelated with X-ray emission and antiorrelated with the HI distribution. At
the same time, the area overed by the FIR residual emission is populated by an
extended distribution of UV soures assoiated with tidal features and intergalati
star formation regions. From the FIR residual maps we derived the photometry for
the shok region and the extended omponent of emission. The uxes assoiated
with these omponents an be found in Table 2.2.
3) We have modelled the inferred infrared soure SEDs using ombinations of
dust emission templates (see Figs. 3.1{3.5). These templates, desribed in Set.3.2,
are used to model the emission from PDR/HII regions, diuse photon{powered dust
emission, ollisionally powered dust emission and infrared emission from the AGN
torus. Among the immediate outomes of the SED tting proedure there are the
dust mass required to produe the observed emission, the total dust infrared lumi-
nosity and the amount of UV powered dust emission (see Table 3.1).
4) Combining the amount of absorbed UV luminosity, obtained from the infrared
SED tting, with the observed UV luminosity, measured diretly on the GALEX
FUV maps, we determined the star formation rate for eah dust emitting soure
(see Set.4.2 for details). We also measured gas masses/olumn densities from the
observed radio HI and CO lines and soft X-ray uxes and, ombining these mea-
surements with the dust masses inferred from the infrared SED ts, we estimated
the dust to gas ratios for several soures. Results are summarized in Table 4.1.
From morphologial omparisons and the measurements obtained from map pho-
tometry and soure SED tting, together with simple preditions for the hot gas
ooling time sale and the dust injetion rate in hot plasma, we derived the following
onlusions:
1) The total star formation rate, within a irular area of radius 90
00
ontaining
the four group galaxies in lose proximity, is 7:5M

=yr. The star formation regions
in the group are loalized at the edges of the galaxies, on tidal features and in the in-
tergalati medium; no evidenes for star formation have been found towards galaxy
enters. Although the loation of star formation sites is very dierent from the ase
of normal galaxies, the total star formation rate is of the same order of the values
observed in nearby galaxies with the same stellar mass of SQ galaxies (see Set.4.3).
2) The star formation eÆieny for the star formation regions SQ A and SQ B,
loalized on tidal features, is lose to that observed for star formation regions within
nearby spiral galaxy disks (see Fig. 4.4). Star formation in HII{SE and HII{SW
seems to be muh more eÆient but the lak of omplete gas measurements and the
possible ontribution to UV radiation from radiative shoks doesn't allow a denite
onlusion for these soures.
3) The star formation eÆieny in the shok region seems to be onsistent with
the star formation observed in nearby spiral galaxies. However, beause part of the
distorted disk of the intruder galaxy NGC7318b is seen through the shok region, it
is not lear if the observed star formation in that area is assoiated with the shoked
gas or not. The observed radio{IR luminosity ratio is 20 times higher than the value
predited by the radio{infrared relation derived by Pierini et al. (2003), given the
observed amount of infrared luminosity. This reinfores the result obtained by Xu
et al. (2003), onrming that the aeleration of relativisti partiles in the shok
region is not assoiated with star formation.
4) 70% of the total star formation in SQ is assoiated with an extended om-
ponent of FIR emission. The star formation eÆieny for this omponent is rather
higher than that observed in spiral galaxies. This ould in priniple be due to a new
mode of star formation operating in the group and involving ooling of the X-ray
halo gas, possibly enhaned by dust{plasma partile ollisions. However the lak of
old moleular gas measurements assoiated with the extended emission makes this
hypothesis diÆult to hek at the present time. In addition the evidene of tidal
interations and star formation in tidally displaed old gas, like SQ A or SQ B,
suggest that the distributed star formation observed in the group is in part ouring
out of gas of galaxian origin.
5) For both the shok region and the extended emission we have measured sub-
stantial 8m ux, whih we take to be mainly due to PAH moleule line emission
and, therefore, traer of old gas phases. This, together with simple estimates of the
dust injetion rate aross the shok front and in the halo of the group, demonstrates
that the mehanism powering most of the dust emission seen on the FIR residual
maps is not dust ollisional heating. However, given the high FIR{X-ray luminos-
ity ratio, the urrent data do not exlude that the majority of the hot gas ooling
an still be due to dust{plasma partile ollisions rather than X-ray emission. For
dust in the group halo we estimated that dust ollisional heating an power up to
10
42
erg=s of the dust luminosity.
6) We have found that the morphology of the FIR dust emission in the Seyfert 2
galaxy NGC7319 does not reet the old gas distribution. Therefore, the FIR emis-
sion in this galaxy is not obviously related to star formation. Given the AGN UV
luminosity, estimated from the observed hard X-ray ux, and from onsiderations
on the partiular torus{galaxy disk geometry, we dedued that aretion powered
radiation from the AGN, propagating through the disk of the galaxy, an power
most of the observed dust infrared emission.
At the end of the thesis, we have presented a theoretial model of a 1D steady
state shok inluding the eet of dust ooling and dust destrution by sputtering
in hot plasmas. Given a broad range of initial gas densities and shok veloities
(see Table 6.1), we have alulated post{shok proles for several quantities, as the
physial properties of the gas or the fration of ooling provided by dust{plasma
partile ollisions, and ompared the results with the ase where dust ooling is not
inluded. In partiular, a model with post{shok parameters lose to the observed
gas properties in the SQ shok has been alulated (see Figs. 6.1{6.8). This model
shows that, eventhough radiative ooling is still the most important ooling meh-
anism in terms of total radiated energy, the presene of dust redues the ooling
time by a fator  2. This eet is due to the aelerated ooling in the hot region
(T  10
6
K) immediately downstream of the shok.
Future outlook
The photometry tehnique we applied on the Spitzer FIR maps of Stephan's Quin-
tet has helped us to obtain information whih are at the limits of what is reahable
with Spitzer data. The higher sensitivity, resolution and the larger wavelength ov-
erage of the Hershel spae telesope will allow a muh deeper investigation of the
sienti problems we disussed in this thesis. The PACS instrument on Hershel
will produe maps with an angular resolution of 5
00
and 12
00
at respetively 70m
and 160m, ompared to 18
00
and 40
00
resolutions harateristi of the Spitzer MIPS
instrument. This will have a dramati eet for the FIR soure photometry, on-
siderably reduing the high level of onfusion between soures that has pushed us
to devise the FIR map tting tehnique. In addition Hershel will provide images
in the wavelength range 250m - 500m with the SPIRE instrument, mapping any
old dust emission omponent missed by Spitzer. Speially, a future mapping of
Stephan's Quintet with the Hershel observatory will alllow to:
1) improve the FIR photometry for disrete star formation regions, as SQ A and
SQ B. The photometry of these soures on Spitzer data is partiularly hampered by
the onfusion problem beause of the presene of nearby minor soures.
2) separate lumpy and diuse omponents of dust emission in the shok region,
assoiated with star formation regions and shoked gas. As we saw in Fig. 2.3, the
map tting tehnique applied on the 160m map gave a strong hint for the presene
of a linear north{south struture oinident with the shok ridge. This struture
is not seen at MIR wavelengths and it will be important to verify its existene in
the FIR on the higher resolution Hershel maps. Beause of the presene of huge
amount of old moleular gas in the shok region, reently deteted by P. Guillard
(private ommuniation), old dust emission is indeed expeted from this area.
3) determine the origin of the extended FIR emission. The analysis we performed
has shown that this emission is mainly onneted with disrete star formation regions
at the periphery of the galaxies or in intergalati medium. It will be interesting
to see if the Hershel maps will show a true diuse omponent assoiated with the
halo of the group.
4) verify that the FIR dust emission in the AGN galaxy NGC7319 is mainly pow-
ered by AGN radiation. As we proposed in Set. 4.4, in this ase we expet to see
a one struture in the nulear dust emission, signature of the dust illumination by
the AGN radiation preferentially esaping in the polar diretion of the aretion disk.
5) better onstrain the results of the soure SED tting. The possibility of in-
tegrating in the analysis photometri measurements longwards of 160m will be of
key importane to onstrain dust masses. Also the properties of the radiation eld
and onsequently the absorbed fration of UV photons will be measured with higher
auray with possible onsequenes on our understanding of star formation and gas
ooling in this group.
The angular resolutions of the longest wavelengths overed by Hershel, with the
SPIRE instrument, are omparable to those of the Spitzer FIR bands. Therefore one
might say that in the Hershel era the soure onfusion problem in SQ will be shifted
from  100m to  350m. In this regard the map tting tehnique we reated
an still be used for the photometry of soures at very long FIR wavelengths and
also to identify FIR soure ounterparts on highest resolution multiwavelength data.
Finally our work motivates possible studies regarding the exat evolution of
lumpy gas of galaxian origin involved in high veloity ollisions on galati sales.
From the observational point of view, multiwavelength studies of ollisional events
happening in other objets than Stephan's Quintet will surely be interesting. The
\Tay" galaxy pair (Condon et al. 1993, Jarrett et al. 1999, Zhu et al. 2007), for
example, is a natural hoie sine the galaxies in that system were involved in an
head-on ollision whih shoked their ISMs and reated a bridge of old gas between
the galaxies. This objet an be onsidered as representative of a later phase of
a diret ollision ompared to the on-going ollision in SQ. From the theoretial
point of view, detailed hydrodynamial simulations of shoks in lumpy mediums
taking into aount hemial proesses as the formation of moleular hydrogen,
physial proesses as the destrution of dust and the mixing of hot and old gas due
to loud ablation, ombined with radiation transfer alulations to determine the
infrared emission produed by photon heated and ollisionally heated dust, will be an
important step to understand the omplex evolution of gas shoked in intergalati
ollisions and to interpret orretly the multiwavelength signatures traing these
events in the Universe.
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